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Program asks fans 




DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Lee Neidleman was a San Jose 
State University 
basketball sup-
porter for 20 years. He has had
 
season tickets for the 
Event  
Center since it opened in 1989. 
But after being, in his belief, 
held at gunpoint to pay for a 
mandatory donation fee for his 
season
 tickets this year, the SJSU 
marketing professor stopped sup-
porting the team. 
"I've been a basketball sup-
porter for 20 years and I've con-
tributed to the Rebound Club and 
the San Jose State Foundation, 
but I'm no longer a hoops 
sup-
porter or a season ticket holder," 
Neidleman 
stated  in a letter to 
the Spartan Daily 
on Nov. 18, 
1999. 
In order to purchase season 
tickets,
 San Jose State University 
men's basketball fans are now 
being required to pay an addition-
al donation fee to reserve their 
seats.  
The policy, said John Glass, 
associate athletic director, gives 
donors the chance to purchase the 
best 
seating and parking avail-
able for men's basketball games 




mitment, called the Scholarship 
Seating 
program,  ranges from 
$250 to $2,000. 
It
 designates 
approximately 1,000 of the 5,000 
Event Center 
seats  for donors. 















They make a difference. 
Fifty-five unsung heroes of 
San Jose State University were 
recognized by the Associated 
Students Thursday night in an 
awards ceremony in the Student 
Union. 
The 55 students are selected 
by a nomination process.
 
Students
 nominated to receive 
the award must have a 2.5 
cumulative grade point average 
and they must be involved in a 
form of community 
service.  
"I think its important to rec-
ognize the aspiring 
leaders on 
this campus and I haven't heard 
of a better way," said Franklin 
Haggas, A.S. vice president-
elect.  
Along with the AS 55 Awards, 
recipients of the Executive 
Council and the Board of 
Directors scholarships were rec-
ognized. 
The Executive Council 
Scholarship is 
awarded to 10 
students.  To qualify for the 
scholarship, students 
must have 
a cumulative grade point 
aver-




awarded  to 10 
individuals as well. This scholar-
ship is 
based  on financial need. 
Tania Shapiro 
brought her 4 -
year-old son, Evan, to the cere-
mony. 
"I think organization
 is the 
key," said Shapiro,






 with her son, a 
full-time 
job, and her pursuit 
of 
her 
master's  degree in social 
work, she must have organiza-
tion 
in
























































 I Spartan Daily 
Above, Occupational Therapy 
122 students play with a 
parachute as part of a group project 
aimed at teaching stu-
dents 
ways  to diagnose depression. 
Five  different groups had 
to take on the 
characteristics of a certain 
diagnosis  and act 
them out as three 
students, called "leaders," lead the 
group in 
an activity that fit the diagnosis. 
Right, First year graduate 
students  Sarah Ksander, left, 
works on a potholder as Karin
 Fiorenza receives encourage-
ment on her potholder from group
 leader Elsa Knapp during an 
activity that taught students 
about  patients diagnosed with 
depression.  Their Occupation Therapy 
122 class met from 10 
a.m. to 
noon Tuesday and Thursday, the students
 in the class 
had to 





 created by the group leaders to fit the 
diagnosis.
 
assigned various donation values 
according to their distance from 
the floor,
 Glass said. 
Aside from the donation, indi-
vidual seats in the selected areas 




"The policy was done for
 a rea-
son," said Jim Engel, a member
 of 
the Spartan
 alumni association. 
"It's not right for people
 to come 
to the game and not 
contribute  
II 
anything to the program." 
He added, "At 
basketball 
games you've 
got people sitting 
next to people that don't give any 
money. It's not 
like
 that for foot-
ball." 





 is to generate 
the 
funding necessary
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swim  coach 
Pablo  Morales 
is
 slated to be 




-America  Hall of 
Fame
 today in a cer-
emony 
at the Fairmont 
Copley  Plaza in 
Boston. 
Among the 
four  other 
inductees
 for 
the year 2000 are
 Danny Ainge, 
Regina  
Cavanaugh 








2000 Dick Enberg 



































 Fame are 







in college as 


























Bill Walton and NFL 
Hall of Famer 
Joe 
Theitiman. 
Morales was very gratified about 
being recognized as one of the best colle-
giate student athletes of all time. 
"It is a tremendous honor to be an 
academic All-American," Morales said. 
."To receive 
recognition  for accomplish-
ments in both academics
 and athletics 
combined is quite a nice 
reward.
 It 
shows somehow I was 
able
 to balance 
the requirements for both areas and at 
the same time be successful at both. 
"For them to look back and create a 




 to receive that recognition 
even in that elite group is doubly satis-
fying."  
While coaching at SJSU, Morales 
instills the same hardworking principles 
he used to have success in the pool and 
in the classroom. 
"He really cares about how the play-
ers are doing in school," 
said
 senior 
Gretchen Cook. "He knows that we're 




Senior Jackie Castellano said
 




because  he 
came from a 
distinguished  academic 
background and 
values
 the educational 









themselves  on 
academics,"  
Castellano  said. 
"Day
 in and day out
 he 










Marcus R. Fuller 
I got involved 
with swimming 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
because
 my folks got her into swimming,
 
and I just 
sort of went along  for the 
ride,"  
The first time Pablo Morales 
was he said. "In a way she is responsible for 
thrown into a pool was during a water me being involved 
in
 the sport." 
safety class as a toddler. Although Morales' 




 his quit 
swimming  at the 
age of 14, he con -
parents experienced as kids, they made tinued to 




his  sister 
sport
 he would soon 
dominate. 
learned how to 
swim
 at an early age. 
"The 
main  thing I loved about it was 
"My parents put my sister and I into the 
enjoyment of setting a goal and 
a water training class when we were working hard to 
achieve  it," Morales 
young," said the San Jose State 
said. "Achieving
 the goal was the
 great -
University women's swim coach. "Water
 est sense of satisfaction." 




When his family moved to 
Santa  Preparatory in San Jose, 





















been known for having
 great swimmers






and his sister had already been involved 













meant to help 
homeless  
I
 a : Margaret 
Bethel's
 editorial condemning 
  ailing bins on campus as an amusing 
 :-ii,ent 




 and depth 
id be the criteria of the media, let alone some-
one honored with Bethel's title of "co -executive edi-
 r She has employed fantasy in her column 
%.-re reality would suffice quite nicely. 
I was offended by her libelous and off-based 
opinionated remarks that "some low-level bureau-
crats got together and deliberately schemed to 
screw
 over the homeless." 
As the person responsible for obtaining the 
grant and coordinating the effort that resulted in 
the recycling program. I would have gladly wel-
comed her concern and answered it thusly. 
The recycling staff at San Jose State University 
and I reviewed nearly 25 bins for recycling con-
tainers. We chose those you see around campus for 
many reasons,  including that they are "scavenger 
friendly." The holes in the recycling containers are 
smooth to avoid injury to people who scavenge and 
are sufficiently large for most anyone,  excepting 
the biceps
 of an occasional Olympic weightlifter, to 
reach inside and take a few drink containers. If 
anything, we  tried to humanize
 the inevitability of 
scavenging on 
campus.  
But apparently. Bethel thinks the less fortunate 
should pearl -dive through garbage in search of elu-
sive cans and bottles to make 
ends  meet. I prefer to 
address societal issues closer to their root cause. 
One other thing, the people who set up 
the recy-
cling program aren't bureaucrats. I'm a faculty 
member who worked with
 recycling and grounds 
staff from Facilities
 Development and Operations. 
The administration was informed 
of our effort 
and supported it. but the "bureaucrats" were oth-
erwise 
uninvolved.
 Together, a group of concerned 
staff saw an opportunity to right
 a wrong. 
We believe 
that wasting natural 
resouri  




and to future generations. We dealt
 with tip- !Ithit 
ing factors of 
cost and staff to 
manage  the pro-
gram,
 yet found a way to 
reduce
 SJSU's disposal 
costs and provided a new 
service, recycling of bev-
erage 
containers.  Less garbage equals money sav-
ings. 
The underappreciated 
recycling  staff,  who are 
nonetheless dedicated 
public  servants, worked 
without additional 
compensation  to develop 
this  
program and took on 




 additional pay 
or recognition. 
The bottom
 line, after 100 -plus 
years  SJSU 
recycles, people 
who  scavenge have 
easier and 
safer access
 to materials. and 
SJSU  got more ser-
vice for less 
cost. 
There were no 
losers. 
Isn't 
this  the kind of 
administrative
 efficiency 
that we'd like 
to see elsewhere? By 
the way, for 
help with the 
program,
 the recycling staff is 
even 
willing to allow 
student groups to 
keep the pro-
ceeds for the 
sale
 of the recovered 
recyclables.  They 
don't need, want or 
covet the money. 
Thanks fir 
your interest in 
recycling  and the 
homeless, Bethel. Here's
 some friendly advice 
from 
an activist: get your facts 
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 Taking the 
blood  cells and 
life  from one 
being 
to improve 
the life of 
another  being.
 













donating  their 
blood, cells and 




















 said by a for-
mer 
editor of mine 
to
 some whining 
photographers  years ago. 
And now, 
thanks  to 
everyone
 who's 
been  telling 
me
 to cheer up 
or smile 
over the past 
years, it's become
 one of 
my 
mottos.  
Yes,  I'm an 
unhappy
 bastard. I 
dis-
like  smiling. I 
don't enjoy 
socializing   
which is 
why  I think I'm a 
lousy jour-
nalist, since 














 and other useless
 frivolity  
which is why people think
 I'm a bad 
journalist when I cover 
these things. 
People think I'm not
 interested. 
Damn right. 
But I realize that is me. I'm happy 
with being a miserable
 son -of -a -bitch 
because  unlike so many pricks in this 
world.  I am being 
true to myself. 
I am not living a lie 
or fooling myself 
that 
everything  is rosy and my life is 
not a shallow void that 
doesn't suck. I 
am not denying
 the dark cloud that 
hovers over my sorry self. 
Misery generally makes some pret-
ty good creative 
company.  Negativity 
also helps to be prepared for
 the worst 




I have a 
problem  with people who 
think you have to be 
happy all the 
time. 
Like  it's a crime to enter the 




 day and a sore throat, hoarse 
voice, ear ache, fever and doom and 
gloom aura the next. 
Bloody hell, I'm sick and not feeling 
good. Is that a freaking crime? 
I try to endure  you 
know, go to 
class, go to work, go out on dates  but 
it generally makes me feel worse. After 
a date this Saturday, I really wanted to 
reply to this question my way: 
"Did you have fun?" 
"Yeah
 (true, I did). but now I have to 
go scrape snot from my strep-covered 
throat and painfully down a quart of 
ice water to avoid dehydration. You?" 
Even funnier is the 






























 teel I 
owe  the current 
Associated  Student Board
 of 
Directors  an explanation and
 my condolences I've 
thought about an 
apology  but that going too
 far. 
You see, 













 to court and 
obtained





 ball application 
to one of the 
last 
remaining  buildings
 of nostalgic 
value  on campus. 
The victory was pyrrhic.
 The powers that be chain -
linked the house 
after certain campus elements stripped 
and bastardized 
it 
and  left it to 
languish  and rot to become 
an eyesore.
 
I now assume the intent is to tear everything in the area 
down, leaving
 the eyesore alone and unsupported.
 
The final 
push  for another Duncan Hall will begin and 
the 
house 
will  prove no 
match.  
In the meantime, the poor students
 of this great educa-
tional system,
 of which I am an alumnus, are fleeced
 of 
additional
 monies, and the great gods
 of organized busi-
ness
 laugh all the 
way  to the bank. 



















image  I 
have   































typecast  as a 
psycho. 
What I 
hate  even 
more are
 the peo-













market,  the 
bag boy 
will ask, 
















 to add, 
"Yeah.  I'm 
sorry your
 sorry 
ass  had to 
ask  and 




you  please 
bag the 
bread  and 
the
 12 -









don't  send 
me
 over the 
edge?" 





















psychologist  or 
religious  
figure 
for relief I 
try  to avoid 
alcohol   
like I need a 
depressant 
added in my 
screwed -up 





 I'm not 
satisfied.  
You see, I talk 




 to find out 




 in my past 
or present, what-
ever ... I want
 to really know. 





































































































































 seventh or 
eighth  
shot





























would  I be writing.
 




So all of youse 
out there who 
can't  
take





 like the 




road,  tough. 
If you 
don't  like it, you can blow it 
out 
your  ass. 
D.S. 
Perez  is the Spartan
 D. 
Investigative
 Reports and G.; 











aneticists participating in the Human 
ienome Project  a collaborative effort 
to 
"decode"  every human gene  
expect
 
to ha e. their 13 -year quest completed in June or 
July of this year.
 according to a series of articles 
in the April 
IIJ 
issue of Newsweek. 
The protect has been undertaken by 
researchers in order to be better able to treat 
genetic disease and other loathsome, avoidable 
traits in humans. 
A Pandora's Box of ethics and as -of -yet unre-
alized genetic manipulation could occur, once 
the sequence of DNA is completely known and 
understood.
 
This means that, if human
 genes were com-
pared to a giant Master lock, scientists and 
researchers will have figured out the combina-





 that make up DNA  
the blueprint for all the traits a person will have 
 reside within each cell in the body. If the DNA 
strands were extracted from their balled -up, 
space -saving state within a cell and stretched out 
end -to -end, the strand would be about five feet 
in length. 
The letters correspond
 to specific proteins 
which are used to build DNA, and are arranged
 
in specific orders, according to what traits the 
person 
may  have. 
Traits such as eye color, 
height,  or predisposi-
tion to diseases are present on each DNA strand 
and correspond to specific 
protein  sequences on 
the strand 
Since the entire 
map  for a person is 
present
 in 
each and every cell in the
 body  with the 
exception of red blood
 cells  scientists will the-
oretically be 
able to test for any trait in any
 per-
son with as little 
as
 one cell from that person. 
Already, doctors perform routine exams on 
newborns directly after their birth, testing them 
genetically for thyroid disease, sickle -cell ane-
mia and a metabolic condition that may lead to 
mental retardation. The genetic sequences for 
these maladies have been known for years. 
According to those working on the Genome 
Project, gene sequences for degenerative 
mental  
disorders, such as 
Alzheimer's,  and even a pre-
disposition for
 eye ailments or joint disorders, 
for 





 of abortions due to 
the pres-
ence of disease and "defects"




 some point, scientists predict,
 arranging of 
genes and traits could 
become commonplace. 
Parents could theoretically 
"design" their 
children, right down to eye color, hair color and 
mental capacity. 
"Gattica," the recent film starring Uma 
Thurman and Ethan Hawke, comes to mind. 
Hawke's 
character 




 had been ruled out
 of a pre--
tigious
 




had wished to 
attend. 
His genetic 
makeup  revealed to 









complete  the program




 menial jobs 
for empla \ 
ment. 
He
 was not allowed
 to succeed 
to his full.  
real potential. 
One  of the 
Newsweek  articles













 due to 











had in fact 























HMO  up 
to
 the 
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 at a 
$50 value.




 all your 
nutrition 
questions  from 
11:30 a.m. 
to 1:30 


















Daily  Mass from 
12:10 p.m. to 
12:35 
p.m. Monday 





S. 10th St. For 
more informa-
tion,  call Father Barry at 
938-1610.  




from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
in the Art 
and 
Industrial
 Science buildings. 
For more 
information,  call John or 
Jenny
 at 924-4330. 
Political Science Department 
All graduating MPA students 
please contact the department of 
political science, attention Linda 
Valenty with your mailing address 
to receive two complimentary
 
tack 
ets to the department's convocation 
ceremony, which will be at 7 p.m. on 
May 26. Political science office is 
located 
in the Business Tower, 
Room 450. For more information, 
call Linda Valenty at 924.5550. 
A.S. Campus Recreation 
May adventure sign-ups for 
white water rafting in the 
A.S.  
Business office, Student Union. 
Room 
250.
 For more information, 
call Matt McNamara at 924.6217
 
MOSAIC Multicultural Center 
Talk Story with keynote 
speaker
 
Steve Sumida from noon to 1 p m. 
in the Student Union Amphitheater. 




 Zeta Sorority 
Annual Mocktail Party to raise 
alcohol awareness at 7 p.m. in the 
Student Union, Umunhum room. 
For more information, call 
Stephanie  at 277-0265. 
Golden Key National Honor 
Society  
Last chance to join in the fun 
End of the year bowling party. Free 
food and fun. See you there at 
4 p.m at the Student Union 
Bowling Alley. For more informs' 




 teach -in and film 
-Something to Hide" at 7 p.m. in 
th, 
Student Union, Pacheco room. For 
more information, call 
Kimberly  
Gong at 879-7595. 
Tuesday 
Nutrition and Food Science 
The latest body composition
 test 








Cost is $5 for 









School of Art and Design 
Student galleries art exhibition,
 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p In,  in the Art 




 6 p.m. to 8 p.m  
For more information. call John or 
Jenny at 924.4330. 
School of Art and Design 
Scholarship  Award Ceremons .11 


















 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. 
in Clark Library, Room 
408. For 
more information, call the 
Acquisitions 




Weekly meeting at 7 p m. every 
Tuesday in the Chicano Resource
 
Center. For more information, call 
Celeste at 259-5630 or Alejandra at 
971-7942. 
SJSU Rugby Club 
Practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
0.verv Tuesday at Smith Campus 
For more information, 
call Terra 
Perret at 924-7943. 
Career Center 
OCR and Co-op Workshop from 
12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in Building 
F. For more information, call the 
Career Resource
 Center at 924-
6031.  
Wellness  Center and 
Peer  
Health Education 
A discussion on the health issues 
of body 
piercing
 including genital 
piercing
 from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in 
the Student Union,
 Costanoan 
room. An open house with refresh-
ments will follow. 
For  more informa-
tion, call Dr. Oscar Battle at 924-
6117. 







arms.. .and hands 
...and
 legs.. .and 
knees.. .and feet? 
Why risk your







Have you been 
in an auto 
or work related accident', 







help  YOU! 
Zc7g0ERnipmclrue
 
1690  Story Rd #111 1564 Alum Rock Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95122 San





Spinal  Exam 
 
Consultation  

















































 Believe in 




 author of 
"How We 
Believe - The 
Search  for 
God in an 
Age  of Science," 
at 7 p.m. 
in the Science building,




Lam at 924-5261. 
Sparta 
Guide  is provided 
free
 of charge to 
students, faculty and 
staff  The deadline for 
entries is noon, 




 Entry forms are 
available in 
the Spartan Daily 
Office  Space restrictions 
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I  San 







 High School 
District 
(located 











Opportunities  for 






 - $53,476 
(Based on 
1999-2000  Salary 
Schedule) 
Art  Business  
Computers  Dance  Drama
  Economics  English 
Geoscience  Industrial
 Tech  Math  Physical Science 
 Reading 
Social Science  Spanish  
Special
 Education  District Psychologist 
Coaching Opportunities in Boys and 
Girls Sports 
1 Experienced teachers










(' ontact: San 
Benito high School District 
Evelyn Mum, 
l)in.vtor






637-5831.  ext 142 































































































































































































INC. Attn: HR 
2075 
N. Capitol 
Avenue,  San 





















Morales is one 
of four athletes 
to be inducted 
into the GTE All 













inducted into the 









while in school 
and 
have an 




there are 63 
members 
of the 










continued  from 
pagel  
NCAA
 titles, an 
all-time  record. 








said.  "Every year I 
entered  I had the 
goal 
of becoming a 
better swimmer.
 
Certainly it was 
a challenge, but in 
the end it was
 very important
 for me 
to be able to 
get  that 11th 
title.
 Out 
of all the 
records
 I set, it's 
basically 
the only 









 Morales found the time
 to 
run a local 
community  service pro-
gram 
for high school students and 
to write a sports beat on the 
Stanford women's 
basketball  team 
for the Stanford Daily
 newspaper. 
"After the initial 
adjustment to 
college life of academics and
 athlet-
ics, I tried to broaden 
my
 horizons a 
little bit and participate
 in the 
Stanford community," Morales 
said.  
"I became involved in a volunteer -
for-youth program. It was certainly 
rewarding to 
be involved in that 
activity and then
 to write for the 
school paper 
in my junior and 
senior year." 
Finding time for academics, 
swimming
 and other things 
was  
very challenging for
 Morales, but he 
acknowledged the fact 
that being 
involved in the numerous activities 
helped him to 
develop friendships 
and experiences 
that  he will always 
remember. 
In 1984,
 Morales competed in his 
first Olympic games
 in Los Angeles, 
winning a gold in the 400 -meter 
medley relay and silver medals 
in
 
the 100 -meter butterfly and 200 -
meter individual
 medley. 
Unlike college competition, the 
Olympics matched the world's 
best 
athletes against one another, and 
according to Morales that's what 
made it "extra special." 
"You're 
not just representing 
yourself or your swim club. You're 
representing your country, and for a 
single moment in time,
 you have to 
put a lifetime of dreams into one 























 for a law 
firm for a 
few  
years. 
The fire to 
win  another 
medal  
still boiled within
 him, and at the
 
age of 27, he came
 back once again
 
in the '92 games in 
Barcelona to 
win another gold medal. 
"Nobody 
thought  I could do it 
because of the three-year 
layoff," 
Morales  said. "It was nice to come 
back with a different role, as the 
underdog. I kind of relished it 
because I knew what I was capable 
of doing and people didn't really 
give me a chance." 
When the Olympics
 were over, 
Morales returned to 
his law prac-
tice and
 began coaching 
for the 
Stanford
 swim program. 




Cardinal,  Morales 
devel-
oped a 




 job was an 
enriching
 and positive 
experience. 
It 
was  a regeneration 
of
 my appre-
ciation of the 
sport and it planted a 
seed for my 
future
 coaching ambi-





University  while attending 
law school. And 
in 1998, he won an 
NCAA 





With a few 
years of coaching 
experience 
under  his belt, 
Morales  
committed to 
becoming a head 
coach in April of 
1998, when he was 
hired as the
 Spartans women's 
swimming and diving 
coach. 
Coaching at SJSU gave Morales
 
a chance to come home. 
"I had 
my eye on the position 
knowing it was
 a Division I pro-
gram right 
here
 in San Jose," 
Morales said. "What attracted me to 
the position 
was that they needed 





 Lewis, who hired 
Morales, said 
everyone was elated 
about his 
coming




































In just two 
seasons, 































though  the 
team  finished





 he was 
named Coach
 of the Year," 
Lewis 
said.  "That 
shows
 you how 
much
 
other coaches in the
 league respect 
his ability." 
Morales  said his 
experience  at 
SJSU has been positive 
because he 
is able to teach the players 
what 
he's
 learned through many 
years of 
competition. 
"Its rewarding to be able 
to help 
the players raise their level, to help 
them grow and to give them the same 
experience I had growing up and 
going
 through college," Morales said. 
Probably the biggest accomplish-
ment for 
the 1999-2000 Spartan 
women's swim team under Morales 
was a victory in the final meet of 
the season against Fresno State 
University. 
Senior Gretchen Cook could 
barely describe the feeling she had 
when SJSU beat the Bulldogs for 
the first time in 15 years. 
"Every year we got closer and 
closer and this year we finally did 
it," Cook said. "I can't put it into 
words. It was such a sweet victory." 
After the victory, the team 
pushed Morales and the assistan 
coaches into the pool to celebrate. 
"It's a tradition that if you wi 
big, you have to throw your coa 
into the water," said senior Jacki 
Castellano. 




all to familiar for Morales  his
 
if  
in the pool has a gone full circle. II. 
began his swimming career 
thrown  
into the pool in water safety cimie 
and his coaching career has begun 
in the same fashion but this time he 


















 Did you know





 in today's lucrative 
industry?
 
 Did you know 




 being an 
accounting  major? 
Gain the credibility 
you  need to become an 
accounting  professional. 
Acquire
 the accounting 
knowledge




 can you get all 
this?  
































new  program 
will



















































































United  team 
In 
the 












 Kinno / Spartan 
Daily  
was charged with 
six  yellow cards, San Jose 
had 
one 
yellow  card. Right, forward
 Ian Russell tries 
to get 
away and get the 

























MITI  ASSISTANT 
bails -is 
San Jose Earthquake goalie 
Joe Cannon knows his fans are 
behind him  win or lose. 
Cannon and the 'Quakes tied 






San Jose was down 
2-1 going into halftime, the team 
stayed in the 
game because of the 
13,717 fans in attendance, 







e. 'If .a. Ne. 
"When I was in 
college, my 
coach reiterated
 that when you're 
in front of your 
home  fans and you 
make
 a mistake, they 
are behind 
you, and when you
 do well, they 
are behind 
you  and tonight
 was 
a good example 
of that," said 
Cannon,
 who had two 
saves  in the 
game. 
The fans began





 20 minutes 
into the
 game when 
Ronald 
Cerritos hit a 













































 to the 




























I was far post. 
He








IS 'annum said. "It 




































 hold up 
as 
the 
Dallas  Stars 
beat  the San 
Jose 









 "That's the 
key 




 the guys 
are  playing 
great in front




 a goal in 
ter of my positioning and he 
did a 
good job with it, so give him cred-
it. But if I want to be the keeper I 
want
 to be, I'm going to make the 
save." 
Eleven minutes later D.C. 
busted through the 'Quakes four-
man defense again,
 this time led 
by Jaime Moreno and A.J. 
Wood.  
Moreno received a pass 
from  
Wood, who was coming down from 
the middle of the field. 
The 'Quakes lost the ball in 
transition, which only helped fuel 
D.C. 
"He got on a quick shot. It kind 
of caught me off guard, 
but it was 
nice. He put it in the upper corner. 
But you got to give credit to Jaime 




taken  three shots on 
goal and 
United
 had two. 
In the second half and the over-
time, the 





 a notch and 
wound 
up outshooting D.C. 15-11 
for the entire game. 
One shot in the 69th 
minute
 
was the game -tying 




off  assists from 
Jim Conrad




Dario  Brose. 
Brose  was at the 
right-hand  
corner,
 when he 
found Conrad 
moving up and 
down  the field. 
Brose
 said when 
he
 lined up for 
the shot, he 
was  looking for the 
near 
post and it was
 Conrad who
 
was in the 
right  place. 
"We look for the 
guys  running 
through 




 shots and 






 for the ball





because  it 




 was so fast. 
The  only thing 
I 
saw was 
that  the corner 
came and 
Conrad 





through  to 
the 
goalkeeper


















waited  for it 




toward  the 
defender
 who was 
in front of 
me,  














 half and two 
more in 
overtime,
 but each was denied. 
San Jose head
 coach Lothar 
Osiander, comparing the two 
halves, said the 'Quakes looked 
stronger
 in the second half. 
"I'm happy with the 
second 
half, but the first was a 
little odd," 
Osiander said. "Not particularly 
well played by us, but the 
second  
half I'm
 happy with, and I think 
we made up the goal." 
"Dlaer saidre.7warnTs
 
impressed with Conteh's continu-
ing performance.
 Conteh took four 
shots  on goal and is currentl 
behind Cerritos, the scoring 
leader with four goals. 
"He is getting better with every 
game," 
Osiander said. "The first
 
few games he played, he was non-
existent. 
Now he gets into the 
action. 
We
 hope to continue on 
that  level with him. He has got 
some awesome wheels on him." 
In his first season in the MLS 
and 
after playing six games. 
Conteh has played a total 
of 575 
minutes 
and scored three goals,
 
two of which 
were in the 5-0 




 San Jose. 
A 
Sierra Leone native, he was 
allocated to  
the 'Quakes in Feb. of 
2000. He 
has played in Mexico, 
Guatemala
 and El Salvador and 
is a former member
 of Sierra 
Leone's national team. 
Conteh said the adjustments in 
reaction time he 
has  had to make 
between the Latin American 
leagues and the MLS have been 
hard work. 
"The way they play down there 
is different from the way they 
play here. The play here is very 
physical and very fast. Whereas, 
when you
 play in Mexico, 
you  kind 
of hold the ball and walk around, 
and so my body, my rhythm is 
tgoing toward) that kind of play," 
Conteh  said. 
"When I got into the MLS,
 my 
first three or four games my brain 
was still playing that slow-motion 
soccer." 
But after several 
months  of 
practice and after starting in six 
games, Conteh
 realized that he 
needed
 to become 
more'
 aggressive 
on the field. 
"After practicing for
 so long, I 
realized that I have to attack the 
ball and I can't wait for it. If they 
are going to make) a pass to 
me I 
have to go for the ball, I can't wait 




Dallas;  lose 1-0 
138 minutes and 
53 seconds.  That glove, 
bringing  17,001 fans to their
 
streak 
will  be on the line in 
Game
 feet with chants 
of "Ed -die! Ed -
3 Tuesday 
night  at San Jose, 
die!"  He kicked away 
another 
where  fans still 
haven't
 forgiven Suter shot
 with 17 seconds left,
 
him for leaving the 
Sharks and then the 
Sharks' last two attempts
 
signing with 
Dallas  two years 
ago,  went
 wide of the goal. 
"Going there 
2-0,
 it's a good "Suter's
 shot went through five
 
feeling going into that 
building," or six bodies," Modano
 said. "Eddie 
he
 said, made
 a great save,
 the save of the
 
Belfour was at his best in the 
game."  
final minute when a power 
play  The Sharks' scoring drought 
and an empty net gave San Jose a 
can be traced to the injuries ham -






In the first 10 seconds, he made Nolan. Team
 doctors forced him to 
a kick save up close and snared a miss this game because of the foot 
























 health services and  avoid
 health care reductions, 




 fee be increased by $6.(10 beginning in fall 20(X) including a 2.5% 
yearly 
increase  during the subsequent 9 years to ensure 
health care at current 
levels
 
during  the next 10 
years?" 
Yes No 
"A majority of the votes cast in 
a special or general election shall be required 
for 
the  adoption  of a referendum." (A.S. Bylaws: Article VII, Section 
Results
 of the 
referendum  for mandatory fres are 
advisory  to the 
University  President. 
POLLING 
LOCATIONS:   
9:00AM-2:30I'M  
 911 I ST. & SAN CARLOS
 (NEAR ALLEN HALL) 
 SI1IDENT




 CLARK LIBRARY 
 7111 ST & 
SAN CARI .0S (NEAR
 SWEENEY RAIL) 
FOR MORE INEORMA'TION,
 CAI.I. TUE A.S. tit ix -now;
























 SMHTS EDITOR 
Helmets 
were  cracking, pads 




well  as flags,
 were 
being thrown
 through the In
-1,k
 
Friday night air and Spartan 
foot
 
ball was alive and 
well  at Spartan 
Stadium. 
The only thing 
missing




 Jose State 
University football 
players  were 
split into two teams  White and 
Blue  for a duel 
that  would cul-








Sept. i 0Nebraska 



















iiis troops onto the field 
wit  Ii the stunt.'
 idea that primiise,
 
to he prevalent
 from the day fall 
prattle, Arts  in mid -August 




 2.-i compete.  
compete,  compete  and 
never  stop 
corn pet Mg." 
Aside from getting an opportu-
nity 
to
 scout returning and newly 
arriving 
Spartzinii.
 Friday's game 









of the first-string 
dell-nse 
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ii wi  will Ham, :I 
art i-t. 
until the week 
het.ore  
Nebraska." 
















Iltiarba  as the 
tP:1111 











i iii, ri.,e its 
lead to 19-7. 













 1101. HIP 










Ard  1P1.1 
The  \\Ante squad promptly 
( :line 
back  with a 70 -yard 
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and 4th Street 
Register...








 or raffles! 
win (he 
game - Win I he 
Money: 
Play 
































backfield, the White team pound-
ed
 its way up the field as Crooks 
hit Edell 
Shepherd off a rollout 
pass 
Mr a 16 -yard gain. From
 
there. Morton
 carried the ball 
twice 
before  
going airborne into a 
sea of blue 
jerseys
 for a 1 -yard
 




 was Arroyo 
and Nears who














perfect,  7 -
of
-7 (lay was 




 he came back 
two 
plays later to 




 land for a 
.19 -yard 
touchdown 




who  is back in 
action 
after being shot in 
the  knee during 
an off-season altercation, 
had  three 
catches  all touchdowns  for 77 
yards. His total of six 
touchdowns 
in all of the 
spring  scrimmages was 
the most of any receiver. 
For Arroyo  who redshirted 
last season after seeing limited 
playing 
time his first year at 
SJSU  the game is 
moving  slow-
er than when he was tossed into 
the quarterback 
mix  as a fresh-




 a lot," 
said Arroyo, who
 is a "million 
times
 better" by his 
own accounts. 
Baldwin 
said  Arroyo is not the 
only 




 during the game. 
"He's 






 up process. 
All four 
went  through it." 
Also  













knew  going 
in
 he's 
Left, Kenny Sanchez intercepts the ball at 
the football team's scrim-
mage 
Friday at Spartan Stadium where the Blue team beat the White 
team
 33-21. This game ended spring practice and the Spartans will 
start their season Sept. 2 against the University of Nebraska. 
Above, Ryan Sorahan follows through on his pass as defensive 
end Chris 
Tandy 
breaks through the White offensive line in Friday's 
football scrimmage. Sorahan, who is one of four battling for the 
star-
ing quarterback job, was 7 -of -16 with 122 yards.  
photos by Douglas Rider 
/ Spartan Daily 
(Baldwin) not
 going to name a 
starter," Arroyo said. 
"It's got to 
push everyone. 
It pushes me. You 
just got to keep playing." 
The quarterback position isn't 
the only 
one  with a question mark 
surrounding it as the
 Spartans 
adjourned 
for the spring. The 




 doesn't return 
a single 
member 
of the 1999 
starting 
defensive
 line, and 
only one line-
backer, Josh 
Parry,  is back from 
the
 3-7 1999 
Spartan  squad. 
Despite  the 
vast
 number of 
new 
faces, Baldwin
 said  he 
was  
impressed 






















Friday is running back. Baldwin 
said the absence of 
Deonce 
Whitaker has allowed Julien and 
Morton to shine. 
As 
the 5 -foot -6 -inch tailback 
watched from the sidelines while 
recovering from neck surgery. 
Julien and 
Morton
 proved to 
Baldwin they deserve playing 
time of their own. 
After watching Julien rush for 
118 yards and Morton pick up 
three touchdowns along with 70 
yards, 
Baldwin's  only reaction 
was that he needed to 
find a way 
to
 get each back the ball. 
Despite the questions sur-
rounding who will get
 what play-
ing time, Arroyo 
said everyone 
seemed to be 
on the same wave-
length on the field. 
"Everybody  looked 
good  off the 





heroes wear Masques! 







































 SJSU for 70 years 
Meetings held 
at
 Pizza A Go -Go on San 
Carlos 










agency specialinng in e-busfit,c. 
communication, 
with  recognited expertise 
in the Asia 






to loin OUr challenging







 benefits,  anti emphoc,
 
options 










 Graphic Designer 
(ENW(;)  
Strong Web design skills to 
develop
 A 
maintain visual design of Web site, 
knowledge  td Adobe PhotoShop 
and 
Illustrator, fireworks or Web -based 
applications. HIM,







design, corporate Identity. advertising. et,: 
KA/BS in graphic design & proficiency with 
Mac Illustrator. Quark. & PhotoShop. 
Public Relations
 













BA/BS required. multi 












































peace  talks 
resumed 
Sunday  in 
this








































ters said they 
would oppose it. 
Barak had hoped 
the handover 
would show that 
Israel  is serious 
about the talks. 
Despite the tense
 atmosphere. 
negotiators ended the day's session 
with a group splash 
in the hotel 
pool.
 U.S. Mideast envoy Dennis 
Ross was to join the negotiators 
Tues-day,
 and Secretary  of State 
Madeleine
 
Albright  was to visit the 
region in six to 




The negotiations are aimed at 
achieving 
a framework for a per-
manent  peace between Israel and 
the Palestinians, along with 
agreement
 on the scale and loca-
tion of 
the third and final troop 
withdrawal 
that Israel has 
promised to 
make.  Negotiators 
are to 
remain
 secluded in a hotel 
until a recess on 
Tuesday  to mark 
Israel's national day of 
mourning  





 opened the 
talks Sunday 
evening with a 
statement
 expressing his displea-
sure at learning Sunday that 
Barak had authorized the expan-
sion of Maale 
Adumim,  the 
largest Jewish settlement in the 
West Bank. 





Speaking briefly to reporters 
in the Gaza Strip, Palestinian 
leader Yasser Arafat said the 
expansion violated peace accords. 
The opening of the talks was 
delayed five hours while the 
Palestinians
 lodged a protest 
over  the expansion. 
Abed 
Rabbo  said the negotia-
tions could not be successful 
unless Israel
 gave an "expedi-
tious and appropriate" response 
to his 
request
 to halt the expan-
sion.
 
After less than two hours, 
talks broke for the evening and 
Israeli and 
Palestinian  negotia-
tors left the tense atmosphere for 
a swim







 Dahlan got a lesson 
in




Oded Eran and Abed Rabbo prac-
ticed their 
strokes.  The talks 
were to resume Monday morning. 
On 
another
 matter, the 
Palestinian 
negotiators gave a 
tepid response to Barak's plan to 
hand over three Palestinian vil-
lages just outside  Jerusalem as a 
goodwill gesture or "down pay-
ment" on the permanent peace 
agreement.
 Palestinian negotia-
tor Saeb Erekat said he and his 
colleagues had learned about the 
proposal 
from
 the Israeli media, 





 at a news conference, 





not  weaken 
Jerusalem," he said of the plan in 
which the Pakstinians would 
assume security control of the 
villages.
 
The Palestinians want to 
establish tileir
 capital in east 
Jerusalem while Israel says the 
city must remain united under 
exclusive
 Israeli sovereignty. 
Barak's 
coalition,  a patchwork 




already been weakened by a 
dispute
 between the ultra -
Orthodox
 Shas party and the 
left-wing  Meretz party. Both par-
ties have threatened to bolt the 
government.  
The Jewish settlers have 
also 
reneged on an agreement 
to
 coor-
dinate activities with Barak. On 
Sunday, Israeli soldiers 
forcibly  
removed settlers who
 set up 
camp on a hilltop in the 
West 
Bank city of Hebron 
in an 
attempt to expand 






In Jordan on Sunday, King 
Abdullah
 made an emotional 
speech calling on Israel and its 
Arab neighbors  namely Syria, 
Lebanon and the Palestinians  to 
put behind decades of animosity. 
"It is time to declare that jus-
tice, security and acceptance of 
each other's beliefs, rights and 
dreams are essential if the Middle 
East is to have a future," Abdullah
 
said at the
 opening session of the 
Inter -Parliamentary
 Union, which 
brought together
 some 1,500 leg-













students  who are 
experienced in the











 and able to 



















































































Hear  the 

































































lint one item per visit valid thru May 
30th 
bm4













 Ice Cream and Desserts 
Freddie's Ice Creams 
are low fatIll* 
"When Compared to Bacon 




Noon -Midnight and East San 
Carlos  


























































































seeking professional employment. 
. any students seeking 




























your  resume and be 
prepared to talk 




















advancement of the Spartan bas-




athletic opportunity and envi-
ronment for SJSU student ath-
letes.  
Most of the money raised is 
used specifically for scholarship 
assistance. 








came as a surprise
 when season -
ticket holders 


















most of the 
people who were 
impacted 
with  this to go 
over 
it with 
them. We gave this 
a 
lot of personal attention." 
Some 
tension from faithful 
Spartan fans 
was expected, 
according to Glass. 
"Obviously you're
 going to get 
the loudest reaction from 
the 
people who were displeased with 
it, and we of course anticipated 
that
 and understood it," Glass 
said. 
"That's
 why we took such 
great care to 
explain  it (the tick-
et 










Anderson,  who was willing 
to 
donate  for season 
tickets,  said a 
majority of the 
people who decid-
ed to stop 







"I know a few 
people who 
aren't season ticket holders any-
more but 
still  come to support 
the 
team,"  Anderson said. "But 




already donated to the 
program." 
In an article in 
the San Jose 
Mercury News, 
Glass said the 
San 





Spartan basketball program lost 
28 season tickets out of 368, but 
donations increased




to Glass, the 
Spartan 
Foundation  board of 
directors joined with the 
athletic 
fund-raising department to 
cre-
ate the new policy 
called the 
Scholarship Seating program. 
"The idea was to enhance our 
donating dollars, to 
extend spe-
cial benefits to donors. It helps 
our fund-raising drive," Glass 
said. 
According to 
Glass,  the seat-
ing program 
is a general way for 
universities to raise money for 
its athletic programs. 
"It really is the most common
 
form of fund raising for athletics 
in the country. All of the 
major 
conferences and 
most  of the 
schools in the WAC (Western 
Athletic 
Conference)  and the 
Mountain West Conference have 
some form of the donation pro-
gram 
And they're all successful 
to various degrees.
 Many of them 
have been in place for years and 





has been in place for a 
number of years, 
according  to 
Glass.
 
A section in 
Spartan Stadium 
with 497 chair -back 




for those who make a 
minimum 
contribution  of $500. 
For
 the
 1999 football season, 
the Spartans sold all of the tick-
ets 






both football and basketball,
 bas-
ketball has never





 Anderson supports 
the new policy, he said thought 
the program should have waited 
at least another year  giving 
the team a chance to win. 


































prove  it. Enter The X 
Show







Send  us the 






 LA to 
serve drinks on The X Show.































address,  and 
daytime 
phone
 on a 3,5 card, and mail it to 
The X Show 
Final -am 
Sweepstakes 










































 Promotion ends 5/31/00 For 
complete  rules and details,
 log 
on 
















 Box 623. Beverly Hill,.  CA 90211 by 5/31/00 









WANT  TO 
REAP
 IT AGAIN? 
WWW.SPAR'TANPAILY.ORG
 
think the basketball team has 
greatly improved since their two 
win season a couple years ago. 
They won 
15
 games this season 
and will definitely do much bet-
ter next year. But who knows? 
Maybe in a few years, with the 
right recruiting, they'll
 win the 
WAC." 
"Then people who  








Glass agreed the low 
fan  sup-
port for 
basketball  is directly 
correlated to team success and 
overall
 dedication to the pro-
gram. 
"Giving our fans and students 
a winning program is what we 
intend to do. That's why 
we're  
here," he said. "(By winning) 
you'll see more people buying 
tickets, more
 people donating, 
and more 
people  at the games." 
"We have to earn that support, 
and the 
way you earn it is by giv-
ing 


































































































finish  in 











the  new 
ticket
 policy 










 is not 
a quick












 is to build 
a founda-
tion 
properly,  so that 
10 and 20 
years from 
now  it's in place 
and 
there's 





 will benefit for-
ever." 






 hanks  is lidt el1011gh.
 We never met 
her  but we wish 
her  a 
filet
 
























 and would 
like











ple,he call us. 
Compensation  tor 
your
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45 Edo's doc 
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San Jose State 
University
 








The SPAR IAN DAILY 
makes no claim for products or 






































 can be 
flexible.
 
 Amten, Inc. 






 Too is Silicon
 Valley's 
Premiere
 Caterer. We need 
Friendly  










 in the 
area.  Parttime 
staff  needed, very 






























resumes to the 
Northwest  YMCA, 
20803
 




























 for the 
position of Police Records
 Special-
ist. This position
 responds to 
citi-













year  of F/T 
clerical
 office 
experience  & the 
ability
 to type 45 
wpm.
 Experience 
in a law enforcement 
agency  arid 
bilingual skills 
are highly desirable. 
Apply: City of 
Mountain  View. 
Employee Services Dept. 500 
Castro St., Mtn. 
View, CA 94041. 
You can also call the City's 
Jobline
 
at (650) 903-6310 or visit our 
website at: 
www.ci.mtnview.ca.us.  


























 Web browsing,  hardware -
software installation.
 Good typing 
& communication skills. Exciting 



















Work  in mountains above 
Los
 Gatos. 














per  hour. 
Phone:  408-348-5781 
GREAT SUMMER  JOBS 




























































engineer who would 









































































































































































































































































































































entry,  some college.
 Fax resume 
to 
297-9507.  or apply 
direct,  
Williams Party













 Party Rentals 
Fax 297-9507. Phone 
297-1078.  
CASHIER.  5 blocks from 
campus.  
16-20 hrs 








at 297-4411 after 4pm. Apply 
Kelly's,  498 N. 4th 
St.  
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Lo,ated Sari Jase.,ke are a 
community






the following positions: 
Mental Health Counselors: 
Provide direct mental health 
rehabilitation services to agency's 
clients. Requirements: 
BA/MA in 
behavioral sciences or related 
field. Fluent in Vietnamese a plus. 
Youth Counselors: 




behavioral soences or 
related  field. 
Send resumes to: 
AACI 
Human  Resources 
2400 Moorpark 
Ave.  Suite 300 



























exactly  what 


















































































































































































































City  Express. 
22W. 
Saint  John 
































































































P/T  COURIERS, 
great  pay 
- benefits. Your 








E. Gish Rd. San Jose
 












 The business 
world isn't 
any  different. Looking 
to
 clone our success with new 
prospects.
 Interest in health & 
fitness a plus. 
408-248.2025.  





is a plus. 
No experience? We will train you! 
Spring/Summer/Fall
 Swim 
Lessons. AM/PM positions 
available. Apply at AVAC.
 5400 
Camden Ave. SJ. 408/267-4032. 
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!! 
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now 
hinng
 parttime Wknds 
& or Thurs. 
Flex  hours. Advancement 
oppty.  
Free movies. Apply in person 








Asst. Pool Mgr.. 
Water  




Laurie  at 
354-8700x224.
 
SUMMER DAY CAMP LEADERS 
F/T, must be 
available
 Mon. -Fn. 






(Leaders hired for the summer have 
the opportunity to work 
P/T from 2-
6pm,
 during the school year
 in our 
Afterschool  Enrichment 
program.)  
POSITIONS OPEN NOW 
FOR LEADERS 
Afterschool Elem. School -Age 
Child Care Recreation/Enrichment
 
Program. Exc. sal. no ECE units req. 
Call Janet. 354-8700x223. 
SOCIAL







able with youth 
serving  agency. 
Opportunities include gang 
preven-
tion 
specialist,  after school coordi-
nator (at -risk middle school),  data 
entry and admin support. Bilingual 
Spanish a plus. Salary $8 817an 




Girl  Scouts of Santa Clara 
County - 
Dept. MM. 1310 
S. Bascom Ave.. 
San Jose, CA 
95128  or E-mail: 
personnel@ginscoutsofscc.org  or 
Fax 14081287-8025.  AA/EOE 
SECURITY-
 




 F/T or P/T. All 
Shifts. Security 
Officers.  Mobile 
Patrol Officers. 
Top  Pay With Many 
Benefits! Call 408.2855880 or 
apply in person. 
7arn
 to 7pm. 7 days 






evenings & weekends in Los
 
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be 
neat in appearance with
 good 




to drive a 5 speed and have 
a valid CDL. Immediate 
opening
 a 




$15  per hour. 
Please call 
408-356-7211.
 Golden Gate Valet 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 
to get $5 PAID $5 
to lose up to 30 lbs. 
in the next 30 days. 
Natural. 
Guaranteed. 






 in search of 
enthusiastic 
and  hardworking 
individuals
 to work daytime and 
evenings.  PT/FT. 
weekdays  and 
weekends available,
 We will work 
around
 school schedule. Lots of 
fun & 
earn






Make a dream come true  be an 
egg donor. All Ethniatres Welcome. 









Parenting  Center 
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS 
wanted. Fun environment, close to 
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor 
pools.  Flex 
hours.











 who are looking 
for a people-onented career. Need 
4 sharp 
people to help
 direct local 
expansion. 
Business  & Liberal 
Arts 













 shifts avail. 5 
blocks 
from SJSU. Near 
light  rail. 
Media Promotions 408-494-0200. 
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR 




 full/part time. 
Will train. 
Must
 be 21. 
$10.00 
to start, Call 363-4182. 
$1.500  WEEKLY 
POTENTIAL  
mailing our circulars. Free 
information. Call 202-452-5901 
UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors 
wanted. Fun Environment.
 Flexible 
hours. No experience necessary. 
Close to 
SJSU.  People skills 
a 
must.  Monthly Lifeguard classes 
offered 
through  June. Call 
Central
 
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit 
1717 The Alameda. San Jose. 
GROOMER'S ASST/KENNEL HELP 
needed
 for
 small, exclusive shop 
and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must be 
reliable, honest, able to do physicai 




 train. Great 
oppty  for dog 
lover!
 $6.60  hr. Can FAX resume to 
408/3770109
 or Call 
371913.5. 
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER 
Majors:
 
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,  
a non-profit agency which offers a 
vatiety of quality services 
for indi-
viduals who have developmental 
disabilities,  
has part & 
full
 time 
employment  opportunities. 




developmentally  disabled 
individual in exchange for rent: 
or 
assisting 
someone during the 
week with daily living
 skills such 
as grocery shopping
 ($10/fir) call 
Shannon
 at 408/2820410. 
If you would like information 
about  the FT, benefited  positions 








center program) or PT substitute 
positions in various programs 
($9/hr)
 call Valerie in HR at 
408/748-2890. 
We have 
flexibility  to work 
around a student  schedule for the 
PT work 
& are located close to 
SJSU.
 FT positions 
come
 with 
excellent benefits. This is a good 















programs. Need reliable car
 & 
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay!
 Will 
train. Mad Science 
408/262-5437 
For Part -Time and 




placement,  no fees 







 to San Mateo 
Phone: (650) 325-1133 







CROCODILE  CAFE 
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the 
Crocodile











Please apply in 
person 




OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY 




schedules.  day or evening. 
a great 










are  looking for neat. bright. 
& 
enzigetic people ri the 
following areas: 




 & Kitchen Help. 
Apply in person 
2pm to 4pm. 
Mon.  thru Fn. 
51 
N.






 & COUNTRY RESOURCES 
is a nanny 
placement 
agency  
looking for students 
who  want to 
be a nanny. 
We


















Parttime  & full-time 
summer  
positions. Up to $750/week. 
South  Bay, 




NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
 CALL 








 Must have some 
experience 
working  with 
kids,  be 
reliable




 team and work 




starts  at $6.50 - 
$7.75




application at the 
Northwest  YMCA. 
20803 Alves
 Dr.. Cupertino. 
Ccritact
 Lisa 408257,7160 ext 30.
 
BABYCARE LOS GATOS. 10-2 











 NEEDED to care 
for my 2 year old daughter in 
our 
Willow Glen home. Monday 
thru 
Friday 7:30  
5:30 during the 
summer,
 with some flexibility in 














 ext. 167. 
CHILD 
CARE  NEEDED 15-20 
hours/week.  2 
children 8 
and  5 
years.  Homework 
activities
 and 




GREAT  DAY CAMP JOBS! 
Camp
 Metro. a SlIf11111e1 day 
canny  
for girls in San Jose. 
emphasizing  







is now hiring counselors. 
Must be 
enthusiastic,  enjoy 





Competitive  salary/benefits. 
Contact 4082874170  x 260 
for 
an application packet. 
INSTRUCTORS
 NEEDED FOR FUN 
SUMMER SCIENCE DAY CAMPS. 




with groups of kids req. 
To apply, call: 
(800)  472-4362. 
E-mail: www.scienceackentures.com 
or staffing@scenceadventures.com. 








energetic. and enthusiastic 
people
 
to work as day 
camp
 leaders/ 
directors this summer. For
 more 
info call 408-370-1877 ext 33. 
WATERFRONT 
DIRECTOR  AND 
UFEGUARDS
 needed for 
Hidden
 
Falls  summer camp in the Santa 
Cruz 
Mountains. Room/Board. 









 TEACHERS  
INSTRUCTORS  
P/T 
Instructors  Elem. 
Schools.
 
Degree   Credential NOT 
Required.
 
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need 
Car. VM:















 Infant. Toddler, and 
Presdlool




also available that 
offer flexible hours. ECE units 
are 
required for teacher positions
 but 
not required for 
Aide positions. 
Excellent
 oppportuntty for 
Child  
Development














English.  Part-time 
teaching,
 will 






EARLY  CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
 
At Bright 
Horizons,  we are seeking 
talented  and caring child  
care 
professionals to join our growing 
network of 
Family
 Centers. FT 
opportunities
 with Infants - 
Preschool. S/A & Subs. We 
offer
 competitive salaries and an 
excellent benefit 
package to 
include tuition reimbursement. 
Join us 
in working with tomorrow's 
leaders at our state of the art 
facilities where children as well as 
careers




HIGH SCHOOL GRADS OVER 18 
Independence Freedom  Money 
Teach Driving 408-971-0244 
ONE WORLD Montessori School 
is looking for an assistant to 
our 
infant teacher.
 Must have 6 ECE 
units.
 Full-time M -F, 
8:30-5:30.  
Contact Lisa 723-5140 
TEACHERS,  AIDES and 
SUBS  
NEEDED(  Enjoy working with kids? 
Join the team at Small World 
Schools and get great experience 
working with kids
 ages 5 12. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers 
competitive pay. benefits for FT. 
excellent training,  and a fun work 
environment. F 1' and PT avail-
able. Call 408/283-9200 ext. 21. 
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY 




substitute positions as 
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS 
at 
After  School Programs.
 
Day Care Centers,  Etc. 
14081866-8550 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8 school seeks 
responsible
 
individuals for extended daycare. 
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units 
required. Previous experience with 
children preferred. Please call 
2441968x
 16 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed 
& Regular Class 58.60-511.52 hr. 
Saratoga School District. 
Call 







DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS. 
TEACHERS. & AIDES 
Thinking about a career working 
with children? The YMCA of Santa 
Clara Valley 
is now hiring 




 for our Child 
Care Centers throughout San Jose, 
Cupertino. Santa Clara. Los Gatos. 




 Full & part-
time positions
 avail. Hours flexible 
around school. Fun staff teams. 
great experience in working with 
children. career advancement. 




 minimum 6 units in 
ECE. Educ,  
Rec,  Psych, Soc. Phys 
Ed &/or other related fields. Please 
call Beth Prof* at 408-291-8894 
for information & locations or fax 
your resume to 408298-0143, 
SOUTHWEST 
YMCA
 Is hiring 
PresL:nooi & School Age Asst, 
Directors. Teachers 










positions  for: 
Directors  Assistant Directors 




working with infant/toddler. 
preschool  & school age 
children.
 





to FT & PT 
employees and an 
enriching work environment. For 
positions avail 
at
 our centers in: 
San Jose. Sunnyvale,
 Los Altos, 
Campbell,  Saratoga. 
Cupertino.  
Morgan Hill & 
Redwood
 City 
call (408)371,9900 or 
, famsumes to 
(408)  371-7685 
e-mail: tanderson@cdicdc.org 
For
 more info about CDI/CDC & 
























 & Desserts 
is on the corner of South 11th St. 





 quality writing, 
editing. 
ghostwnting. Essays, application 
statements.
















Testing Center 800-2936463  
PROFESSIONAL
 GUITARIST now 
accepting students
 who wish to 
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 
levels 
welcome:  Beginning, 
Intermediate  or Advanced. 
Learn
 
any style: Jazz. Blues,  Rock, 
Fusion,  Funk, Reggae. or 
Folk.  Call 





 of Friends and Waistline! 
Al) possible at Freddie's! 
*INCOME
 TAX PREPARATION. 
Student Rates. Next to Campus. 
Call


















or using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted
 hair. 
Back - Chest - Lip 
- Bikini - Chin - 
Tummy etc. Students & 
faculty 
receive 15% discount.
 First appt. 
1/2 
price  if mace befcre 5/31/00. 






















 physical exams, 
birth 
control
 pills. Depo-Provera 
shots, condoms. etc. 
ABSOLUTELY  
CONFIDENTIAL
 & FREE. 
Available 7 days a week by 
appointment. 






FREDDIES CARROT CAKE 







 994 ea. 
Hi -Speed cassette 
copies  $2 ea. 
100 VHS T30 $3.75ea. 286.7033.  
FREDDIE'S:
 Where all 
the ice 
cream is low 
fat,  all the people 
are beautiful,







PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, Tem') 
Papers,  Resumes, 






 in PPA. 
Moo/mini  tape 
transcnptiort  Fax. 






FREDDIE'S Ice Cream &Desserts 
is on the corner of South
 11th St. 
& E. San 









free auto registration 
Instant
 S.R. Fling 
Good Student Discount 




Lowest down payment 
lowest monthly parent 
as low as 825 monthly 
email: 
pnninsurQaol.corn  
Cal now 406371-4318 
BEST 













Good Student Discount 
Call  us now 
408-2444100 





CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE 
Special Student
 Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
























Save 30% 60% 
on your 
dental  needs. 
For














LOOKING FOR A PLACE
 TO UVE7 
www.housing101.net... 
Your move off campus! 
Certain
 advertisements in 
these 
columns  may refer the 






Classified readers should 
be 









 goods or services. 
In addition,
 readers should 
carefully








































 3 -line 
minimum  

















Coy & State 
Zicvde
 





 $2 for 
each
 additional 
line per ad. 
Phone 




additional  day 
Services  
Send check or 
money  order to, (No 












































 apply to Santa
 Clara County 
advertisers 
 Classified 
desk is located 
in Dwight Bentel




















in bold for no extra
 charge up to 25 
spaces 
MI All ads 







 words may 
be
 set in bold 
type
 at a per ad 
charge of $3 
per word 
MI Rates for 
consecutive  
publication












Rate  applies 
to private 




must  be placed 
in person in 
DBH  209 from 
10am  to 3pm. 




 & Found 
ads are 
offered





no discount for 


































































"One of the 
broad -reaching 
goals
 of next 
year's  
board


























 the recipients and 
congratulate








spoke at the 
reception. 






 to come 
from 
&NU," Chavez said. 
Yeager
 concurred. "I'm in 
awe of 
them," he said of the 
recipients, "I just don't 
know 





Degrees of Freedom 
London   
$434
 
Paris   
$504 
Madrid   
$648
 
Rome   
$685 
(415) 391-8407 
















 I  ravel 
rhorn
 A to 
Z 
On 
the journey from A to Z, 
A is as 
important


























UNIVERSITY  AVF 
s( 
PALO ALTO. CA 
94301  








party  platters 
starting  at St 5", 














































 CITY, Vietnam (AP)  
Vietnam celebrated its stunning victory 
over the world's No. 1 superpower 25 
years ago with a remarkably unwarlike 
parade Sunday 
and hopes it can battle its 
way out of poverty in the new millennium. 
Aging
 architects of that victory 
over 
the United 
States  and its South 
Vietnamese 
allies saluted as thousands
 of 
soldiers, 
students,  women in 
flowing  ao 
dais   the 
traditional













belonged  to a 










 from the palace facade. 
But the mood 
was more akin to a 
springtime
 festival than a 
remembrance  
of war. 
The  heaviest 
weapons
 to be seen were 
assault 
rifles, and most units 
marched  
without 
them.  Patriotic songs like 
"Uncle  
Ho Lives 
in the Great Victory Day," 
alter-
nated with lilting, 
dance -like numbers 




 to the future," a 
headline
 in the official English
-language
 
Vietnam News said. 
Also marking the anniversary were the 
release of more than 
12,000  prisoners, 
including convicted murderers, in the 
country's biggest -ever amnesty, and a 
mass wedding of 
25 couples at a down-
town park. 
In the 
day's only speech, Ho Chi Minh 




problems  in Vietnam, among 
the 
world's poorest nations with
 an average 




 economic growth 
rate, elimi-
nation of corruption 
and  less restrictive 
policies,  Thanh said, 
were  among the 
city's 
goals in the 21st
 century. He 
stressed that "every 
favorable  condition" 




 some 20,000 
people
 gathered on 
the palace grounds,
 Thanh recalled the 
war that ended 
April 30, 1975, when 
tanks 390 and 843 
smashed  through the 
gates of what was 
then known as 
Independence Palace
 and communist sol-
diers hoisted 
their  flag atop the building. 
The fall of the
 city, then called Saigon, 
was the last act of 
a tragic drama which 
saw  two halves of the 
country,  South and 
North Vietnam,
 locked in fratricidal com-
bat and the unleashing
 of American war 




 and Ho Chi Minh 
City can enjoy today,
 the entire nation has 
paid 30 years of 
continuous  fighting, the 
loss
 of millions of human lives and the 
loss of the most beloved members of mil-
lions of families," he said. 
"I'm very happy because on this day 
our country was reunified," said 
Huynh  
Ngoc Thi, 
a lovely 25 -year-old woman 
dressed in a jungle -green uniform who 
rode atop a replica of tank 843. 
Her grandfather died fighting the 
French colonialists, said the recreation 
park employee, but like more than half of 
Vietnam's 76 million people, she was born 
after 1975 and has no memory of war. 
AA r m 
very 







However, many on the palace grounds 
did. 
They included uniformed veterans with 
rows of medals jangling on their chests 
and 
members
 of a wartime women's 
underground unit. Now wrinkled and 
gray-haired, some of those in attendance 
said they spent years of their youth in 
South Vietnamese prisons. 
Among the dignitaries on the review-
ing stand were 88 -year -old Gen. Vo 
Nguyen Giap, dubbed the "Red Napoleon," 
who successfully led North 
Vietnamese 
forces against both the French and 
Americans, and Gen. Van Tien Dung, com-
mander of the final offensive against 
South Vietnam. 
Bai Thi Lien, a 
45 -year -old woman who 
served in an engineering
 unit on the Ho 
Chi Minh Trail, came several hundred 
miles to be at the celebrations. 
"I have
 seen many changes over the 
last 25 years. There have been many diffi-
culties. But things are getting better and 
better,"
 she said. Lien spent three years 
on the trail, a communist lifeline that fun-





battlefields  in the south. 
The jury is 
still out on Vietnam's fore-
seeable future. 
Poverty has
 been considerably reduced, 
the 
once  famine -prone 
country
 is now one 
of the world's top 
rice  exporters and its 
relative isolation from
 the world's finan-
cial and economic 
systems
 served as a 
shield from the worst of 
the Asian eco-
nomic crisis. 
But basic reforms have been slow, cor-
ruption is rife and foreign investment has 
dropped dramatically with many compa-
nies fed up kiy ever-changing, largely 
unfavorable regulations. 
Along with just Laos, China, North 
Korea and Cuba, Vietnam clings to a 
one -
party communist rule which allows little 
dissent or public participation in decision -
making  something 
reflected  in 
Sunday's celebrations. 
The palace grounds were off-limits to 
the general public and the surrounding 
streets cordoned off by police. Only a scat-
tering of Vietnamese and foreign tourists
 












With over 700 airlines, 47000 
hotels





it's easy to find an 
incredible  deal even on a
 student's  budget. 
Travelocity.com-
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PE 6 02 
KARATE
  BEGINNING 
PE 
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 KARATE INTERMEDIATE 
PE 6 07 
KICKBOXING  COED 
PET 10 GOLF BEGINNING
 
PE 7 11 
GOLF -INTERMEDIATE
 










PE 7 20 INTERMEDIATE TENNIS 
PE 7 
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 SCUBA DIVING 
PE 8 03 BASEBAE
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PE 8 
04
 RASO NALL MEN 
PE 8 14 TRACK AND FIELD 
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SPAN  011B SPANISH 
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SPAN 050* BASIC 
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Anyone who is a high school graduate 
or is at least 18 years old 
can attend 
West Valley College High school 
students may also 
attend with 
written
 recommendation from the high 
school  prin-
cipal or counselor. Call 741-2001 for more information and
 busi-
ness hours. Our address is: 14000 Fruitvale Avenue, Saratoga, 
CA, 96070 
REGISTRATION 
Students may register for summer classes in a number of ways. 
 Tel -Reg--- with a MasterCard/Visa 
only  (NO ASSIGNED 
TIMES) CALL (408) 741-2400 to access Tel -Reg 




New minim Students April 24 - 28 
HOURS: Monday -Friday 10:00am-10:00pm, May I- 6 
(Be sore to base an application on file before nailing) 
 In -Person Registration--- by appointment only 
(Come to 
Admissions and Records to pick up an appointment card 
beginning 
Monday April 3, 2000 at 10:00am). Continu-
ing (Spring 
'00)
 Students Beginning April 18. New or 
Former 
Students  Beginning April 24. 










 Fazed applications and registrations can be processed 
for those paying fees using a 
MasterCard/Visa.
 The fax 
number is (408) 867-5033. 
  Mailed applications and registrations
 will be processed 
as they are received. Please mail all appropriate forms to 
the Admissions
 Office, West Valley College, 14000 
Fruitvale Avenue, Saratoga, CA, 95070 
NEW, NEW TRANSFER and FORMER SRIDENTS, 
You may attend summer classes before you have completed ori-
entation, but you MUST complete orientation BEFORE you can 
register for FALL classes. You may still be required to complete 
assessment before enrolling in a summer session of English, 
ESL, math or reading. See the Summer/Fall 2000 Class Sched-
ule for more complete information
 about orientation and as-
sessment. 
Students with AA degrees or higher 
do not need to complete 




students  will 
be required




and  non-resident 
tuition  (if applicable).
 Other fees 
may  include 
parking,
 material 





 Fees - 
Students
 pay $11.00 
for each unit 
in which they 
enroll. If a class
 is offered for






 Basic fees 




 an $8.00 
Ilealth  fee and 
a $2.00 Tel











charged  to each
 student 
whose  legal 
residence  is 
outside
 the state of 
California. The
 2000-2001 
tuition  fee 
is 
$13)) per 
semester  unit. A 
capital outlay
 fee of $5.00 
per unit










 permit may 
be 
purchased  at the 
Admissions  Office
 for $18.00 
begin-
ning April 18.
 Lost or stolen 
parking  permits 
will  not be 





Fee- A processing fee 
of $15.00 will be 
charged 
for checks 




 payment or 
closed  accounts. 
This fee can be 
as 
high
 as $50.00 
depending
 on the 
response
 time to clear
 the 
check Additionally,
 a 'Delinquency" 
will  be placed on the 
student's 





transcripts.  The passing
 of checks as 
described  
above,  may be 
considered  a criminal 
offense  and may be 
referred
 to the District Attorney
 for prosecution. 
Ft. Waivers 
Enrollment and 
health fees and a 
portion  of the parking 
fee  will 
be waived
 for students who 
are eligible for the
 Board of Gover-
nors Waiver (FlOGW).
 BOGW applications
 are available at the 
Financial Aid Office 


















the student's registration 
receipt.  








duce their classes 
as follows: 





































Admissions  and 
Records 
Building)  






















 first day of 
class, you 
must  attend 
a class in order
 
to register.









will sign an 
ADD slip. 
Take
 the add 
slip
 to the 
Admissions  
Office  within 24 
hours. There,




 can pay your
 fees. The 
Admissions  Office 
DOES NOT 
pro-
vide add slips. 
The add slip 
must  be 
presented
 in the 
Admissions  Office 
prior 
to
 the deadline 
published.  In 
addition  to a 
signed
 add slip from 
the instructor,
 you must  
meet




(LASS  WITHDRAWALS 
See your registration printout for deadlines. 
A letter 
grade other than a "W" 
will  be assigned for students 
who drop classes or 
withdraw  from the College after the 
dead-
line to drop with a"W.". 
It is the student's 
responsibility  to drop a class 
officially
 to avoid a 
penalty grade. Drop slips are available 
in
 the Admissions Office. 
If it is determined that you have enrolled
 in a course for which 
you have not met the prerequisite
 or successfully challenged 








All summer courses are governed by the same regulations and 
standards applicable during the regular 
school year, with the 
exception that students on 
Academic
 Probation or Disqualified 
Status may 





 for further 




























































established  a 
grading 









 B, C, D, 


































































































































the actual  registration tees,
 then only the registration 
amount 
will  be 
charged
 In  
tne  event the amount 
authorized  
above is LESS than the actual registration
 charges, kWG 
will attempt to 
process your 
submission
 as a partial registration II partial 
registration
 cannot be 
































































































































































Fall  '00 and 




line of June 
30,2000.
 











 AID PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 






services  fee 
and
 a portion
 of the 
parking
 fee. 











Federal  College Work 
Studypart-time
 employment on 
campus  
 Federal Student
 LoansPerkins or Stafford 
 Extended Opportunity
 Program and Services (EOP&S 
) 
 California Grant Program (CalGrant B & C) 
KEY ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
(NOT LIMITED TO) 
 Be a U.S. citizen or eligible non -citizen 
 
Have
 a declared program of study 
 Demonstrate financial need 
 Not be in default or owe
 a refund 
REQUIRED APPLICATION
 FORM: 
 Submit a Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA) 
REQUIRED STANDARD DOCUMENTS AND/OR 
FORMS:
 
 Institutional Student Information Report (ISIR) 
 







Copy of Resident Alien
 Registration (i.e.,


















































































































































































































 are dismissed 10 
minutes
 
before the end 
of the hour to allow 
1 
a 10















knowledge,  skill, 
special
 permission or 
a particular
 course 




advancing to a 
mom 





















refer  to 















































 course for a 




 Credit Only 
= student will 
receive






Credit  for 
unsatisfactory
 performance













































Classes are dismissed 
10 minutes
 before 
the end of 















































LA (Language Arts) 


























INS (Branham High School)  
CS (Child Studies 
Lab) 
U (Learning














Business  majors intending





















 00am HAMPTON C







0 Wkly hrs by 
arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/06/00 









Administration  of Justice 
Department will hold 
a Free 
Information
 session for new and 
Intererted  students: 
Saturday May 13th 10:00AM - Noon, AJ2. 




age 18 or 
older 
Some  agencies  
may  
bar  students 
w/telony
 
convictions A course for 
students.
 police 





officers, and interested 
citizens 
This course
 is designed to update and 
upgrade skills
 in law enforcement 
interpretation,  crime prevention, and related 
topics by lecture, guest speakers and 




 juvenile halls, and State and 
Federal  prisons (Level
 III 
and  IV 
security) Students are subject 
to justice
 institution security clearances, and 
base
 
convicted  ol a Felony may be excluded. 
Must  be age 
18  or older to visit Penal 
Institutions 
Credit/No








 6 00pm 
FAULSTICH  M Al 2 30 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/10/00 CLASS ENDS 06/30/00 
NOTE M03013 













 It. 10am-6pm. off -campus
 Fri 
. June 23. 
10am-gpm,
 
Room A.12 Sal , June 24, 10am-6pm,  off -campus Sun . 




 Fri , June 












 class is 
mandatory
 Students who are absent
 will be 
dropped, 
All students must 
bring ID (driver's license. 





















Administration  of Justice 






 in the 
program
 through 
supervised work experience 
internship at selected 
criminal
 justice agencies. 
industrial





 Centers, etc Background 
checks 
will be 





agencies  and 
students
 with Felony arrest 












 M Al 2 3 
0 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/99/00 CLASS 











Friday, June 9, lOarn-2pm,





 off -campus Thursday 
June  29. 
10am 2pm, Agency 
Evaluations  due, 
and
 Final











































 of cultures 
of
 



































8294 is a 
college
























July  1 
review  
for 



























 3 0 
«6.0 
Wkly hrs by arr 







Section  #8295 is a full college
 credit 
transferable
 course offered by 
self paced video 





College Library There will




on campus in 
addition to 
the mandatory orientation 
meeting  on 
Thursday  June 22, at 
6 00 pm,
 MS 10 For 
additional  
intormation,  please call 741
 2045 ext 
3237 
ART MA DRAWING 
Beg mune for students
 with no termer drawing expenence.
 
8007 MTWTh 7.30-12
 30pm STAFF ART38 
30 
Wkly
 hrs by 
arr  
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 07/27/00 
ART 0310 DRAWING 






AfPNTh 730-12 30pm 




hrs  by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 07/27/00 




 painting course 







 Commitment to a personal and 






This  course 
may  be repeated three times Credit/No 
Credit Option 
8009





hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00
 CLASS ENDS 
06/10/00 
NOTE Concentrated







 growth in art 
8010 MTWTFS 830 




.18 0 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/12/00
 CLASS ENDS 06/17/00 
NOTE Concentrated oil




and  piolessional growth in art 
8011 MTWTFS 8302 
30pm ROIZEN M AL 9 1 0 
.18 0 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
06/24/00  
NOTE 
Concentrated  Oil 
painting  
instruction for 







CRITICAL  ANALYSIS IN ACRYLIC PAINTING 
This is an 
in-depth  acrylic 
painting  course  for individuals 
active
 in the professional
 
fine -arts field Commitment
 to a personal and professional artistic 
accomplishment  
will be explored and developed Concentrated 
acrylic 
painting  instruction for those 
individuals
 seeking personal 




8012 MTWTFS 830 
2 30pm ROIZEN M 
ART38 1 0 
.180
 
Wkly  hrs by arr 




 830- 2 












BEGINS  06/12/00 CLASS ENDS 06/17/0)  
8014  
MTWTFS 830 2 30pm 
ROIZEN M AL 9 
1 0 
.180 Wkly hrs by 
au 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 06/24/00 
ART  050C CRITICAL 
ANALYSIS
































CLASS  ENDS 
06/10/00  
8016 MTWTFS 830















8017 MTWTFS 830 2 30pm
 
ROIZEN  M 
Al 9 1 0 
.180 Wkly hrs
 by an 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/19/00 









 AAS Building)  





 in the Library Building) 





















 830- 2 
30pm 





 Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS
 06/05/00 




















ROIZEN  M 
AL
 9 1 0 




ENDS  06/24/00 
ART 059
 ANIMATION STUDIO 
Rec prep ART 058
 This course develops
 the student's 
skills 





 Credit Option 
8021 aAWTh 
10.0O -4.,300m
 CATER CHRIS TC-E 3.5 
«6 0 Wkly
 his by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 













Physical properties of clay 8 
creative  expression 
8022 MTWTh 9 30 2 30pm BURNS W ART32 
3.0 
+6.0 
Wkly  hrs 
by arr 









ceramics/handbunding  techniques 
8023 MTWTh









CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 07/27/00 
ART 065C CERAMICS-HANDBUILDING
 
Rec prep ART 065B Supervised
 participatory experiences
 
8024 MTWTh 930 2 30pm BURNS 
W ART32 30  
.60
 Wkly 
hrs  by arr 
CLASS BEGINS
 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00  
ART 0650 ADVANCED HANDBUILT 
CERAMICS  







glare formulation 8 development  
8025 MTWTh 930- 2 





 by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 




 8 techniques using
 the potters 
wheel 
N 
8296 MTWTh 530 10 30pm OGLE OW 
ART32 30 
.60 Wkly hrs 
by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
ART 011711
 CERAMICS -POTTER'S WHEEL 
Rec prep ART 067A Refinement
 in 




N 8297 MTWTh 530





hrs by art 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/19/00 
CLASS
 ENDS 07/27/00 




























 CLASS ENDS 06/09/00
 
ROIZEN M 



























IC E 10 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
8030
 90













8031  54 0 Wkly 
hrs by arr ROIZEN IA 
AL 9 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00







 S Pt 2 
1 0 












ASTRO 111 STELLAR ASTRONOMY 
Rec prep Math 
















late of the 
universe)  
8033 DAILY 7 25 10 15am
 MENDELSOHN B SM37 3 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07/05/(X) 
11010iT 
BIO 010 INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY 
Intro course for the non science 
map  Emphasis on understanding and 
applying  
biological








MTWTh 8 00 10 25am 
STAFF  SM35 
41] 
MTWTh



















 5M35  
40
 









 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 















8035 MTWTh 10 30 1 
50pm  STAFF SM24
 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07/05/00 
N 8299 
MTWTh 630-10
 15pm STAFF 
SM30 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/13/00 
610 050 HUMAN CADAVER DISSECTION 
Prep
 BID 047 An advanced anatomy whole cadaver dissection course During the 
semester,  students
 wilt be involved
 in the 




course may be repealed only 
once  




MW 10 00- 
1 05pm 
SM22 











 will hold Free information sessions 
for  new and interested students on: 
Saturday May 13th, 1000AM - Noon, BUS 11 
Saturday August 12, 1000AM - Noon, BUS 11. 
BUS 026 







 in business  regarding sublects 
including  the 
US 









Business Maiors Transferable to 
CSU  and UC systems 
INTERNET  RESEARCH 




TV 8037 13 5 




CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE Section 
18037  is a full college credit 
transferrable
 course offered by 
television Videos are available for viewing in
 
the West Valley College 
Library or are available tor rent 
This







 orientation meeting on 




CO PM in room 
BU 
BUS 033 
FUNCTIONS  OF MANAGEMENT I 
This
 coursers an overview
 at the functions
 of 
management
 with a locus on 
planning. 








1118038 13 5 Wkly 
hrs  by arr SCHOCK K TV 
30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/20/00 CLASS ENDS 07/26/00 
NOTE Section /8038 is a full college credit transferrable course offered  by 










 for rent This 
course is also 
broadcast  over most 
cable TV 
systems




00 PM in room 
1311 8 
BUS 061 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS 
This
 course
 will help 
students
 develop an overall 
personal  concept




 and its role in society
 
Equivalent  to 
Business 10 at San 
Jose
 State 










CLASS BEGINS 06/21/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE Section /8039 is a 
full  college
 credit transferrable 
course  offered by 
television











This  course is 
also  broadcast 
over most 
cable TV systems 




00 PM in room 
Btal 
BUS 064 SMALL 
BUSINESS START UP AND MANAGEMENT 
This course focuses on 
starling  
a small
 business with 







and growing the °even
 on 
INTERNET
 RESEARCH ASSIGN 
MENTS ARE REQUIRED
 IN THIS COURSE 
1118040 13 5 
Wkly 





CLASS BEGINS 06/22/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 







altered  by 
television Videos are available tor
 viewing in the West  Valley 
College  
Library
 or are 
available 
or rent This courses also broadcast over most 
cable TV systems
 Required
 orientation meeting on Thursday





 EIU 8 
CHEAtiff 
CHEM 001A GENERAL CHEMISTRY 
Preq Chem 
2 w/C or tIS Chem w/B. Math 106 or 10980, 1 year HS algebra
 II 
Principles  of theoretical and structural chemistry 








CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS 
ENDS  07/14/00 
CHEM OW INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY 
Preq Math 106 or 106R 
nil






1000 1 00pm HARRISON





1 30 4 
Mom 
SM54 







 The Child Studios 
Department  wIll hold 
Fro'
 intormation ses-
sion' for new and 
interested  students on: 
Saturday
 May 13th, 10:00AM 
 Noon, AM 50 
Saturday
 August 12, 
10:00AAI












explores  the 
development













children  that promote oral 
and  written language 
abilities Focus will be on the 
developmental  stages of 
receptive and expressive
 language, conversations (listen-
ing,
 talking, play, and 
routines),
 print awareness, phonem lc 
awareness.  reading and 
writing, bilingual 
development




7 30-12 15pm 
STAFF 
AA548  30 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/20/00 




























CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/26/00 
CH5 
06111  PRACTICUM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Continuation  of CHS 61A Credit/No Credit 
Option  
8073 MTWTh 7 




CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
CHS 062 EARLY 
CHILDHOOD





 appropriate  practice
 in 
early childhood programs 
Credit/No Credit Option 
N 
8313
 MTTh 6 30- 9 30pm THOMAS J AA513  
40
 
.120 Wkly hrs by
 
art 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS 
ENDS
 07/27/03 
CHS 065 SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION II: PEOPLE AND 
PROCESSES 
Issues pertaining 
to operation and staff development of quality 
early  
childhood  
programs Credit/NO Credit Option 
N 
8314









 according lathe 
following
 schedule 4 Saturdays. 
6/3/90,  6/10/00. 6/24/00
 and 7/8/00 








6 30-10pm 2 
Fridays,
 




CHS Oil TECHN. FOR ADMIN AND TEACHERS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
PROGRAMS 
Survey ol the ways technology
 can facilitate








 early childhood program Credit/No Credit Option
 
8074 





CLASS BEGINS 06/14/00 CLASS ENDS 07/19/00 
The 
above  section meets  
according









 from 6 
30-10pm 3 
Fridays.  6/16/00 6/30/00 and 
7/14/00 from 
28
 30pm 2 
Saturdays,
 6/17/ 







[instil, Speak (ommoomottoos  
COMM 001 PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Prat 
ENGL 905 Rec prep ESL 65LS strongly recommended tor ESL students 
A 
basic course 
in speech communication 
with emphasis upon





 the 3 unit oral
 communication 
transter requirement  tar
 IGETC and CSU 
8000 




CLASS BEGINS 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/05/00  
8081 MTV/ThF  1030-1 15pm CRANNELL











 LAXIER M 
LA21 30 




MIWTh 10 30-1 00prn SANDERS PAUL LA20 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 
8318  MTTh 6 50-10 00pm BROWNING L LA20 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/10/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/0) 
(01APUTER APPIKATIONS 
NOTE: The Computer Applications Department will hold Fru Informa-
tion sessions for new and
 interested students on: 
Saturday Aug. 12th, 113011AM - Noon, CR 4. 









 to develop good 
computer
 
keyboarding skills Beginning 
students  
will learn 
the touch system of 
keyboarding.  
and students
 who already 
know the keyboard  
will  
improve  their 
basic  keyboarding 
techniques
 to develop speed and 
accuracy  This
 
course may be 







 15am WEST S 







CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 06/15/00 
N 8300 MTWTh 645- 9 00pm 
KAAZ L 








BEGINS  06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 06/15/00 




010  Basic 
operation  al the Macintosh working 
with  desktop. 
applications programs, files, and printing
 documents Credit/No Credit Only 
8042 MTWIn 800 10 15am LOCK V CR 1 
10 






CA 025 MICROSOFT OFFICE 
Rec prep 
CA
 0318 nr 







introduce students how iu utilize the linking features of the other software programs 
that we teach Microsoft Word Microsoft Excel and 
Microsoft
 Access 




Credit/No Credit Only 
8043 
MTWTh
 1 00 
3 15pm 
DES 
LAURIERS  CR 4 
1 0 
.6
 0 Wkly Ms by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 06/29/00 
N 9301 MTWTh1 
645
















BEGINNING  WORD PROCESSING, 
MICROSOFT
 WORD 










processing program to 
produce
 
documents  for personal








10.30-12 45pm LOCK V 
CR 4 10 
.6 0 Wkly hrs
 by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS
 06/29/O3 
N 8302 MTWTh 
645- 9 00pm STAFF 










MICROSOFT  WORD: BASIC FEATURES 
Rec Prep 
CA
 010 and CA 020 or CA 






 menus, toolbars, dialog boxes, and commands 
Credit/No Credit 
Option 

















 05/30/00 CLASS ENDS 05f31/00 
CA 0340 MICROSOFT WORD: INDENTS, TABS, AND TABLES 
Rec 
Prep
 CA 10, CA 020 or 
CA




and tab features of Microsoft Word Credit/No Credit Option 
8046 ThF 8 
00-12.00pm  HUGHES H CR 4 
05 
+60 
Wkly  hrs by
 
art 
CLASS BEGINS 06/01/00 CLASS ENDS 06/02/00 
CA 034D MICROSOFT
 WORD: MAIL MERGE 
Rec Prep CA010, CA 02001 CA 
070 and CA 034A The major topic covered in 
this
 
class is the 
effective
 use of the 
mail merge features
 ol the Microsoft
 Word software 
program 
using  a 
data  Source 
and main documents 
Credit/No Credit Option 
8047
 ThF 






OWkly hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/01/00  CLASS ENDS 06/02/00
 
CA 0351 
MICROSOFT WORD FOR THE 
LAW OFFICE 
Rec prep 
CA 032A or 
CA














 document preparation, 
time management
 . desk 
management,















8303 Sat 900-12 00pm 
GRILLI  J CR 4 
3.0 
& Sat 
1 00- 4.00pm 
CR 4 
+40 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/03/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/29/00
 
CA WU DIGITAL
 ILLUSTRATION 1: 
ADOBE  ILLUSTRATOR 
Rec preparation. 
CA 20 or 70 
Introduction to digital illustration using Adobe 
Illustrator
 
Credit/No Credit Only 
8048 MTWTh 1.00- 
3.15pm
 ANTHONY R CR 6 1 0 
.60 Wkly hrs by air
 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS
 ENDS 06/15/03 
CA 04511 PRESENTATION, POWERPOINT 
Rec 
prep














8049 ThF 830- 4 30pm DUNDURS








CLASS BEGINS 06/01/00 CLASS ENDS 06/02/00 
CA 047A DIGITAL IMAGE MANIPULATION 1: PHOTOSHOP 
Rec 


















CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 06/15/00 
CA 047C DIGITAL IMAGE 
MANIPULATION
 2: PHOTOSHOP 
Rec prep CA 
10 and CA 20 or CA 70 and 
CA
 47A 







 Credit/Na Credit Option 
8051 
MTWTh 








CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 06/29/00 
CA 061 PERSONAL COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
Rec prep CIS 002 or CA 
70 This course examines 
personal  computing hardware. 
operating systems,  and software applications from a technical side to enable 
students to 
select,
 install and configure their personal 






 1 00- 3 15pm 
ALDERSON L 





CLASS BEGINS 07/05/00 
CLASS  ENDS 
07/14/00
 
CA 054A QUICKEN BASICS 
Rec Prep CA 010 and CA 020 
or CA 070 
This  course is designed to 
introduce
 




Credit  Only 
N 8304 TTh 








0621  BEGINNING SPREADSHEETS, MICROSOFT EXCEL 





students  to the capabilities of a 
spreadsheet
 program 















CLASS BEGINS 06/95/00 CLASS ENDS 06/15/00 
N 8305 MW 630
 9 30pm HUGHES









CLASS BEGINS 06A35/00 CLASS ENDS 06/21/00 








ors by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/26/00 CLASS ENDS 07/12/00 
CA 07111SM PC  USING MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
This
 
course  is designed
 to 
introduce  students 
lathe

















.60 Wkly hrs by arr
 



























 9 00pm WEST S 




























 by completing 




970. or Reading 53, or Ea 
50 Some 
courses
































 CA10 T 
his 
course
 is designed to 
introduce
 students 








 Credit Only 
8057
 F 
8.30-  4 30pm
 







































Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/05/00
 CLASS ENDS 
06/15/00 
8059 MTV/Thr
 10 30-12.45pm 
ALDERSON  L 
CR 4 10
 
.6 0 Wkly hrs
 by art 
CLASS
 BEGINS 









 CA 4 1.0 
.60 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
CLASS
 BEGINS 




 USING THE 
INTERNET  FOR 
RESEARCH  
Rec prep CA 020 or 
CA
 070 Learn to 




 use the 
Internet for research
 and practice using
 various tools to 
find
 and retrieve informa-
tion Credit/No Credit Only 
8060 60 Wkly
 
his by arr 
PROUDFOOT  B 
ONLINE
 1 0 












 and the World 
Wide Web 
Class begins on 
June
















preparation  CA 010 
and  CA 020 or CA 070 










N 8309 MTV1/ThE 
630-
 
9 00pm MORGAN A CR 4 1 0 
.12 
0 Wkiy hrs by an 
CLASS BEGINS 07/05/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/14/00 
CA 089 DIGITAL MEDIA 1 
Introduction to 
digital  media technology, employment opportunities, skills and the 
creative process Credit/No Credit Only. 
806150
 Wkly
 his by arr 
RASCOV  J 
ONLINE
 1.0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 06/29/00 
NOTE Section /8061 is an online course and requires a computer with a 
modem. Internet access, and e-mail. After you have enrolled and lor more 
information,






CA 089C DIGITAL COLOR APPLICATION 1 
Rec 
Prep
 CA 020 or CA 
070
 Introduction to 
digital  color application









N 8310 MTWTh 
645-9
 00pm ANTHONY
 R CR I 1 0 
.60 
Wkly  hrs 
by arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 06/29/00 
CA 094A 
COMPUTER  SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
 
Rec 
preparation CA 020 or 










software  packages ol their own 
choosing
 in order 
to 
produce  
computer  generated documents Credit/No Credit 
Option 
8062 9 0 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
DUNDURS K SARA 1 0 
PLEASE ATTEND THE 
REQUIRED  INFORMATION SESSION ON 
MONDAY,
 
JUNE 5, 2000AT 4 00 
PM
 IN BU 8. 
CA 096 CREATING WORLDWIDE
 WEB PAGES 1 
Rec preparation 
CA 




explore  examples of pages on the 
Web 






















Wkly hrs by arr 
CASEY
 K 
ONLINE 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 06/15/00 
NOTE Section 18064 is an online 
course  and requires a computer with a 
modem. Internet access, 
and  e-mail After 
you have 
enrolled and for more 




CA NBA CREATING WORLD WIDE WEB PAGES 2 
Rec prep CA 020 or CA 070




 bean the design and 
development of commercial web sites 
Credit/No 
Credit  Option 
8065 5 0 Wkly 






















access,  and 
e-mail Alter you have 
enrolled and for more 
information,
 please erred 
the 











PEDERSEN  G CR 
6 1 0 
+20 
Wkly
 hrs by 
arr  
CLASS 






MC INFO I 
CONTENT  FOR 
THE WORLD 
WIDE  WEB 
Rec prep 
CA020 or CA070, 
CA096 





logical navigation, responsive 
teed- 
back mechanisms and 
effective interaction

















18066  is an 
online course and 
requires a 
compter
 with a 









information,  please 
e-mail the














Rec prep CA 020 
or CA 070,
 CA 096 This 
course
 focuses on the 
creation  and 
preparation  








 design and layout 
ol 














RASCOV  J 
CR 1 20 
.6 0 Wkly his













Rec prep CA 20 
or CA 
70 This course 
lanuses 
on

















rollover. DHTML. CSS, 
and 







 1 00- 3 15pm 
RASCOV J 
CR 1 20 
.60
 Wkly









CA NOD DIGITAL 
VIDEO 1: QUICIMME 
Rec prep CA020or
 CA070 Students roll 
receivea briet introduction to thisexciting 
technology, discovering 
the hidden 








 and a QuickTirne 

















+6 0 Wkly hrs by, art 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/19/130 














Rec prep Math 
106/10011 This is a 
first  
course in 




and uses ol computing applications 
in business 








10.45-  2.00pm 






 hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07/13/00 
8077  MTWTh
 7 45-10 
45am










CIS  004A COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING  I (C++ 
LANGUAGE)  
Rec 
prep  Math 106/10611  
This is the recommended  
first  























MTWTh  7 30-10  45am 
PUGNO D 
CR 2 40 
.27 





CLASS  ENDS 07/13/00 
CIS 











 interface, tiles and 
directories
 Assignments








and standard features 












0620/00  CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
CIS 40.4 PROGRAMMING
 WITH JAVA 1 
Recommended
 prep CIS 48.  CIS 
403
 and CA 96, Math 106/10611. 
CIS  40.3 for 






 on Java 
as a software application 
programming  
language
 Emphasis is placed on Java 
syntax (al a faster pace and more advanced level than 










 Credit Option 
N 8317 MPN 7 00-10 00pm
 GEORGE




hrs  by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/26/00 
CIS 43.2 INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES 
Rec prep CA 020 or CA 070 and CA 096, Math 106/106R. This course focuses on 
the 
technologies  of the internet outside of the world
 wide web Examples of the types 
ol topics to be discussed based on current techno- logies include CoS-based 
Communications.
 Frame Relay, ATM, Layer 3 Fundamentals, xDSL. etc The 
course's local area technologies,  web techno- logies, and internet
 technologies
 
form the core of the Internet Services Program. The content of each course 
complements  the 
other
 and
 is designed to providea technical understanding 
of local 
and 








 CASEY K ONLINE 30 
CLASS 




 is an online 
course and 
requires  a 
Computer  with  a 
modem,

























college  scene both 
academic
 & social 






SARA  0 5 
CLASS 
BEGINS 05/13/00 
CLASS  ENDS 05/13/00  
N 8321
 Sal 830-
 5 30pm 
STAFF 
SARA 0 5 
CLASS
 









CLASS  BEGINS 05/24/00 CLASS 




STAFF SARA 0 5 
CLASS
 BEGINS 









05/31/00  CLASS 
ENDS  05/31/00 
EMPHASIS NEW ENGLISH 
AS




 MT 5 00- 9 
30pm
 
STAFF  SARA 05 
CLASS 
BEGINS
 06/05/00  
CLASS
 ENDS 06436/00 
8086
 M 13 30




 CLASS ENDS 06/12/00 











 AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
 STUDENTS 
8087 Th 830-












CLASS BEGINS 0620/00 CLASS ENDS 06/20/00 
EMPHASIS NEW ENGLISH AS A 
SECOND LANGUAGE STUDENTS 
N 8326









830- 5 30pm 
STAFF 
SARA 0 5 
CLASS BEGINS 06/27/00
 CLASS ENDS 
06/27/00  
N 8327









 NEW ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE STUDENTS 
N 8328 



















 CLASS ENDS 07/06/00 
N 
8329
 1 8313 5 30pm
 




















01/17/00 CLASS ENDS 07/17/00
 
EMPHASIS
 NEW ENGLISH AS A SECOND












 CLASS ENDS 07/20/00  
8094 T h 8 30- 5 30pm STAFF 
SARA 
05 
CLASS BEGINS 07/27/00 
CLASS  ENDS 07/27/00 
N 
8331 MT SIX)- 9.30pm STAFF 
SARA 
05 
CLASS BEGINS 07/24/00 
CLASS  ENDS 07/25/03 
COUNS





information,  learning 
strategies, study 
techniques,  personal 
development and goal 
setting  Credit/No Credit 
Option  
8095 DAILY 830-10




CLASS  BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/13/00  
This
 course is designed
 for high 
school  and 
first-time




 and are 
interested  in 
attending 
West  
Valley College in Fall 2000 Please enroll 
through




 1101 COLLEGE SURVIVAL
 SKILLS 
Academic & career  information, learning 
strategies,





Credit/No Credit Option 

















sponsored by the 
Supported 
Education  Program,
 will be 
introduced
 to a wide range at topics, experiences,






















 Credit Option 
8097 
DAILY la 










 for high 
school  and first -lime








Valley College in Fall 2000 Please enroll 
through


























06/19/00  CLASS ENDS
 
07/13/00  This 
course  is 





 who are 
potentially
 
EOPS eligible and  are interested 
in attending 














PERSONAL  GROWTH 
Identity 
strengths  and 
weaknesses and potential lor











and  develop 
decision  
making  
strategies, communication and 
conflict  
resolution  skills that 
will  help improve
 the 
quality
 of life. and enrich relation-
 ships with others 
8099




06/01/00 CLASS ENDS 07/05/00 
COUNS 045 STUDY SKILLS 
Imp rove




 potential for serious study Credit/No Credit Option 
8100 












NOTE: The Court Reporting and Related
 Technologies Department will 
hold Free Information sessions for new and Interested students on: 
Saturday May 13th, 1000AM - 
Noon,  BUS 13 
Saturday August 12, 10:00AM  Noon, BUS 13 
CTR 01118 180 WPM 
SPEED GOAL 
Preq: 
CTR  14A or 148
 or 14C or 14D or 14S Intensive practice 
dictation  to prepare 














 his by arr 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/12/00 
CLASS  ENDS 08/02/00 THIS COURSE 
WILL  BE PARTIALLY OFFERED IN A DISTANCE 
LEARNING
 FORMAT THERE IS 
A $5 
LAB FEE 
FOR THIS COURSE 
CTR 
0181  180 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Prep 
CTR  16A or 16B 
or 16C or 
16C or 16S 
Intensive practice
 dictation to prepare 
tor 
























 IN A DISTANCE 
LEARNING
 FORMAT THERE 
IS 
A $5 LAB FEE 
FOR THIS COURSE 
CTR 0208 200 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Preq CTR 18A or 188 or 18C or  180
 or 18S Intensive practice 




 tests at this 




130- 3.30pm STAFF BU 7 
20 
+30
 Wkly his by 
arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/12/00 CLASS ENDS 08/02/00





CYR 1120X LAB 
Preq 
Any  one of CTR 18 
Alf This short-term summer 
course
 is 
designed  for 
students who wish
 to gain the 
speed 
and accuracy requi red to pass stateand 
national
 
licensing examinations (held in the autumn
 months) in court reporting and realtime 
captioning  This  course




MTWTh t230- 1 30pm
 
STAFF  
BU 7 0 5 
.05
 Wkly 
his by an 
CLASS BEGINS
 06/12/00 CLASS 
ENDS  08/02/00 
CTR 0228 220 WPM SPEED 
ODAL 
Pneq CTR 20A or 208 or 20C or 200 
or 20S Intensive practice 
dictation  to 
prepare  
for 










30-  3 30pm 
STAFF








 BEGINS 06/12/00 CLASS ENDS 
08/02/00  
THERE IS A $5 LAB 
FEE FOR THIS 
COURSE  
CTR 022X LAB 
Prep Any one
 of CTR
 20 A D The 







 to the profession.


















MTWTh 1230- 1 30pm
 
STAFF  
BU 7 05 
.20
 
Wkly  his 
by arr 
CLASS BEGINS
 C6/12/00 CLASS ENDS 08/02/00 





MANDATORY. If you are 
blocked from 
enrolling
 in a class because you
 have 












 must have been
 completed





















 1136M MICROSOFT WORD 
FOR  THE LAW OFFICE 
Preq 
CA 





 to the 
law 
office Credit/No 
Credit  Only 
N 8332 Sat 9 00-12 00pm GRILLI J CR 4 
30 
Sat 1 





 06/03/00 CLASS ENDS 07/29/00 
CTR 05011CTR WORKSHOP 00 
Pre(' 
CTR 0068, CTR 0500 or CTR 
008.0.8,C,D
 Students
 will review theory
 a and 
operation of the stenotype machine in the continuing
 education program 
This
 
course may be repeated three times Credit/No Credit Option 





 CLASS ENDS 08/02/00 
THERE




05111 COURT REPORTING WORKSHOP
 (GOAL 100) NIGHT 
Prep CTR 8A 
or
 8B or 8C or 8D or 100 or 108 10C or 
100 or 50S or 50X or 5IX 
Skill  
development  in operation 
of




competency lest Credit/No Credit Option
 
N 8334 MW 6061 9 45pm 




 ENDS 08/02/00 
THERE IS A 
$5 LAB FEE




 (GOAL 120) NIGHT 
Preq CPI 10A or 10B or 10C or 
10D or 12A or 12B or 12C or 12D 
or 51X or 51S 
or 52X 
Skill 
development  in operation 
of stenotype machine to 
enable 
students  to 
pass competency tests Credit/No 
Credit  Option 
N 8335 MW 600- 9 
45pm SCHWEICKERT BU12 15
 
CLASS BEGINS 








 (GOAL 148) NIGHT 
Preq 
CTR 12A or 128 
or 12C or 120 or 14A or 148
 or I4C or 14D or 52S or 52X 
or 530
 Intensive 
practice dictation to 
prepare
 or competency
 tests at this level 
Credit/No Credit Option 











A $5 LAB FEE FOR 
THIS
 COURSE 
CTR 0543 COURT 
REPORTING  WORKSHOP
 GOAL 150 NIGHT 
Preq CTR 14A or 
14B or 14C 
or 14D or 16A or 168 or 16C or 160 
or 53S or 53X 
or 54X Intensive prachcedictation 





















 hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/13/00 CLASS ENDS 08/01/00
 
CTR 0553 COURT REPORTING WORKSHOP GOAL 180 NIGHT 
Preq 
CTR 16A
 or 168 or I6C or 
16001 180 or 18B or 18C 
or 
100)
 or 54s or 540  
or 
550 This class will
 
otter  the stenotype student 
intensive
 practice 
dictation  in 
preparation lor the 
competency  tests presented at this level May 
be 
repeated  three  
times Credit/No Credit 
Option
 





hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/13/00 CLASS ENDS 08031/00 
CTII 0555 COURT REPORTING WORKSHOP GOAL 200 NIGHT 
Preq 
CTR  18A or 188 or 18C or 180 or 20A or 208 or 20C or 
206)
 or 55S or 550 







 intensive practice dictation
 in 
preparation
 for the 
competency  tests presented 


















 Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/13/00 CLASS ENDS 08/01/00 
CTR 0575 COURT REPORTING WORKSHOP GOAL 220 NIGHT 
Pre(' CTR 20A or 208 or 20C or 20D or 22A or 228 
or
 22C or 220 or 56S
 or 56X 
or 
57X  This class









or the competency tests 
presented 












 hrs by arr 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/13/03 CLASS ENDS 
08/01/00  
CTR 011111 DIRECTED STUDIES
 
Students
 who have completed court 
reporting  theory










unable  to 










 Wkly hrs by 
arr 
SCHWEICKERT  SARA 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/12/00 CLASS ENDS 08/02/00 
CTR ONS DIRECTED STUDIES 
Students
 who have completed court 





 for reasons of certifiable conditions outside
 
their  
control, are unable to 
meet
 lull requirements tor 
credit in 




8108 130 Wkly hrs 
by arr 
LAWSON 
L SARA 20 
CLASS BEGINS 06/12/00 CLASS ENDS 011/02/00 
CTR 0938 
DIRECTED  STUDIES 
Student
 who
 have completed 
court
 reporting theory and are elegible
 
for speed 
building classes but for reasons of certifiable  











hrs by arr 
LAWSON L SARA 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/12/00 
CLASS  ENDS 08/02/013 
111111111111 
NOTE: The 0191111 Malls Department
 will hold Free Information ses-
sions
 for now and Intoretted Moderns on: 
Saturday May 13th, 1000AM  Noon. CR 5 
Saturday August 12, 1000AM
 - Noon, CRII. 
CA 0435 DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION 1: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR 
Rec 
preparation  CA 20 or 70 Introduction to 
digital
 






MTWIn I 00- 3 15pm 
ANTHONY  R 
CR 6 1 0 
.60
 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 06/15/00 
CA 047A 
DIGITAL  IMAGE MANIPULATION 1: PtIOTOSHOP 
Rec preparation CA 20 or 70 
and 13A or 438 Students








ad to; dramatic visual elects
 in 
business  publica 
lions Credit/No Credit Only
 
8050 
MTWTh  10 30 
12 45pm CRUMLEY M
 IC B 1 0 
.60
 Winy 
hrs by an 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 06/15/130 
CA 047C DIGITAL 
IMAGE  MANIPULATION 2: PHOTON/OP 
Elmer% 
CA
 10 and 
CA20





















Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00  CLASS ENDS 06/29/00 
CA ON DIGITAL MEDIA 1 
Introduction to 












8061 5 0 Wkly 





CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS
 06/29/00 
NOTE Section 18061 is an 






 and for more 
inforrretion.
 please e-mail the 
instructor  
at lett_ rascovenvestvalley edu 
CA 009C DIGITAL COLOR APPLICATION 1 
Rec Prep CA 020 or CA 070 Introduction
 to digital color application with a focus 
on color 
configuration,






 MTWTh 645- 9 00pm ANTHONY R CR 1 1 0 
.60 Wkly hrs 
by
 arr 
CLASS  BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 06/29/00 
CA
 DNA
 CREATING WORLD WIDE WEB PAGES 2 
Bet prep CA 020 or CA 070 
This  course
 is for users experienced with the basics 





Wkly  hrs by arr CAREY
 K ONLINE
 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS
 06/29/00 


























8311  MTWThE 645- 9.00pm 
PEDERSEN  G CR 6 1 0 
.20 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS  07/05/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/19/00 




prep  CA 020 or 
CA 010, CA 096 This 
course
 focuses on the creation and 
preparation of arhvork and photographs for Web sites. to include design and layout 
of
 graphic 
content This course may be repeated once Credit/No Credit 
Option.
 













CA 1195H WEB PAGE DESIGN: DREAMWEAYER 
Rec 
prep





design  using 
the software HTML 
editor Dreamxteaver Emphasis will




 DHTML. CSS, and 
site









Wkly  hrs 
by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 




 DIGITAL VIDEO 1: OUICKTIME 
Rec prep CA 020 or CA070 Students will 
receive
 a brief introduction to this exciting 
technology, discovering the 
hidden 
world  of "codece, then produce





digital video lor distribution 
from 
the 
class Web site Credit/No Credit Option 
M 8312 MTWTh 645 9 00pm 
BROWN. R 
CR 1 10 
.60 
Wkly
 hrs by arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/19/00 CLASS 
ENDS  06/29/00 
MAKS   
ECON 001A PRINCIPLES OF 
MACROECONOMICS 
Analysis of the economy ass whole Credit/No Credit Option 
8110 MTWTh 800 10 15am 
THELIN  P 
SS61 30 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS 
ENDS 07/27/06  
ECON 0015 PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS 
Econ 1A is nuts prerequisite Analysis
 of 
business  and consumer behavior 
and  of 
wages,  interest and prat 
Credit/No  Credit Option 
M 8341 MEW 6 30 9 30pm 
VARTY  D 
SS61 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/26/00 
IKUSI
 




















 with emphasis on clear and effective writing 
and 
analytical reading 
Students  will write a series of essays including a documented 




collegiate  level 
writing
 


















hrs by arrg MONIZ T 
ONLINE 3 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/03 
NOTE Section 
08112  is an 





 access and e 
mail This 
class  begins on the xvebsde on Monday 
June
 19, 2000 Belore you 
enroll, and 
for 
more  information, visit
 the 
website
 al line //instruct v*shelley 















hrs  by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
8114










N f1.342 P.M h 6 05- 9 30p m 
.6 0 Wkly hrs
 by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 8343 MITh 605
 9 30pm TEMKIN D LA37 
.6 0 
Wkly  hrs 
by arr 





Engl  IA Continued emphasis on 




8115 MTWTh 745 10 15am HU P LA37 
.4 5 Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 







Wirt), hrs by arr 
CLASS
 BEGINS 
06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
TEMKIN D LA35 







































CLASS  BEGINS 
06/19/00 





THINKING  M 
WRITMG 






























 AND SENTENCE 
STRUCTURE 
Not recommended for ESL
 First level language
 skills 
course  concentrating 
on 
grammar,









 Credit does not 
apply  to the  associate 
degree 
























FUNDAMENTALS -A PREPARATORY 
COURSE
 




proolol  assessment and Engl
 980A- D  concur rentiy 
NOTE All ENGL 905 
sections  held on campus require
 
ENGL
 980A -D 
Writing of 





 organization of ideas
 
Credit/No
 Credit Only 
Credit does not apply to the associate degree 
8120 MW 




TTh 745 -ID 15am 
CAWLAB
 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 
07/27/00
 





30 1 00pm 
CAWLAB 




M 8346 M 












ENGL 975A WRITING 
SKILLS LAB 
Individualized
 programs for improving 
basic  writing 
skills  
To
 ensure a 
place, 
students should enroll in person at the 
Lab  (located
 in the Library) during
 the first 
week olthe
 semester 
After  Mistime. 
enrollment  is by instructor
 referral 
only.  Credit/ 
No Credit Only Credit
 does not apply to the associate degree 
8122 







CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 




 .m.-2  30p m Monday
-Thursday
 









students should enroll in persona) the 
Lab (located
 in the 
Library) during 
the  first 
week of the 
semester
 After this 
time.  









 to the assoicate degree. 
8123 





 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00 
NOTE. 
















for  improving 
basic  writing 
skills.







in the Library) 
during 
the lirst 











 only Credit/ 













































in person at the Lab 





 the first 
week of the 









No Credit Only Credit does 
not  apply to 
the  associate degree 
8125 
4.5 Wkly 
hrs by arr MOWATT G 
WRTLAB 05 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 07/27/00 
NOTE Lab will be open 10 30a m -2 30p m Monday -Thursday 
ENOL 9131A COMPUTER
 ASSISTED WRITING 
Self -paced
 
computer  assisted 
writing
 lab to improve 








 Only Credit does not apply to the associate 
degree CAW lab located in the Library 
8126 4 5 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
PEARCE C CAWLAB 0 5 
CLASS 
BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00
 
NOTE Lab will be open
 8 00a .m -2.30 p m Monday -Thursday 
ENGL 9805 COMPUTER
 ASSISTED WRITING 
Sell paced computer 
assisted  
writing lab to 
improve  
ability







 Credit Only Credit does not apply to the associate 
degree CAW lab 
located  in the Library 
8121 
4 5 Wkiy 
hrs by arr 
PEARCE C CAWLAB  05
 
CLASS  BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
NOTE Lab
 will be open
 8 00a.m
 -2 30 p m Monday 
Thursday  
ENGL 9110C COMPUTER ASSISTED
 WRITING 
Self -paced computer 
assisted  writing lab to 
improve
 





Credit/No  Creek! Only Credit does
 not
 apply to the 
associate
 
degree CAW lab located in the Library 
8128 
4 5 Wkly  rirs by 
arr 
PEARCE C CAWLAB 0 5 




 be open 8 00a m -2 33 p 
m Monday 
Thursday  
ENGL 9800 COMPUTER ASSISTED WRITING 
Sell paced computer  
assisted
 writing
 lab to 
improve ability





organized essays Credit/No Credit Only Credit does not apply to the associate 
degree CAW lab located in the Library 
8129 





CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS 
ENDS  
07/27/00  






ESL 620W BASIC GRAMMAR AND WRITING 2 
Prep 




 and ESL 
62RV 
















06/19/00  CLASS ENDS
 07/27M 

















ESL  62GW or completion of
 ESL 
assessment






Study  & 
practice  
compound  & 
complex


















PARAGRAPH  DEVELOPMENT 
Preq. ESL 




Rec  ESL 
641S  & ESL 64RV 
concurrently
 Learn
 to write 
varied,  complex 




















BEGINS  06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 
07/27/00  
ESL U 
PRONUNCIATION  SKILLS 
Preq ESL 
63LS
 or completion of ESL 


























SKILLS  LAB 
Preq 





skills Credit/No Credit Only Credit 













BEGINS  06/19/03 CLASS ENDS 
07/28/00 
NOTE Lab is open 8 00a m 12 30p m Monday through 
Thursday  
ESL 9758 
ESL  SKILLS LAB 
Preq. Completion of ESL assessment
 Individualized 











 45 Wkly hrs 
by
 
an  FILIZ I 
ESLLAB 05 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE Lab is open 810 am -12.30 p m 
Monday  through Thursday  
ESL 
975C
 ESL SKILLS LAS 
Prep. 
Completion of ESL assessment
 Individualized
 programs to assist students 
with  
language  skills 
Credit/No  
Credit









air FILIZ I ESLLAB 05 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 


























FILIZ I ESLLAB 05 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE. Lab is open 
8.00  a m - 12.30 
p.m.
 Monday through 
Thursday  





Design  Department 
will hold Free 
Information 
sessions  for 






May  13th, 
10:00AM  - 
Noon,  MS 
41 
Saturday  August 12, 10:00AM  - 
Noon,  AAS 41. 
FD 11811 FASHION




 students with world of 
fashion
 and
 career options within it 
This
 course may 










CLASS  BEGINS 07/14/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28100 
FD 084 
FASHION DESIGN INTERNSHIP 
Preq FD 
030.  040A & 060 Students will apply knowledge/skills learned in 
the 
Fashion Design 
& Apparel Technology 







 in an 
apparel
 lima or 




of a fashion 
professional
 The 
course provides direct industry experience 






 aspects of 
employment

















06/06/00  CLASS ENDS 07/05/00
 
GEOL 
015  GEOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 
Geologic development of California in 
space  and time 
8147 
MTWThE












058A  GERMAN IMMERSION
 
German 58Ais designed
 to give students the
 
opportunity  to hemn a German 
speaking  
environment for a three 
day  period






preparatory  one -day orientation workshop 
where  contracts
 will he 
issued
 and learning materials will be provided
 
This
 course may 
be













OFFCMP  3 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/02/00
 CLASS ENDS 
06/04/03
 
NOTE The 2nd annual German Immersion 
weekend
 will be held at 
Presentation Center. Los Gatos June 2-4, 2003 ORIENTATION May 6, 
2000 in room LA23, 9 00 a 
m-1200
 p m All levels 
welcome  
In addition 
to regular fees and tuition there
 is a lee of 
6180  00 which includes
 6 
meals. 2 nights lodging, all materials and 
activities  An $8006 deposit is 
due to the instructor
 by April 29, 2030 The 
balance  is due by May 20. 
2000 
For further intormation call Gabnele May (408)741 
2045, Eel 
3567 




Care Technologies Department will
 11111 Pyle NAN-




Saturday Aug 121h, 10:00AM 





 courses tor each 
certificate




 054A or HTECH 05413. Contact 
the Health Care Technologies
 Department
 





 that prerequisites have been 
met and to 
obtain
 
an add slip to register in HEE 
CH
















8154 315 Wkly his by 
















6. 2000 from 9 
30 11 30am in MS 
33 Please 
bring your documents to 







which can le mcked up between 
Man,
 5/15/00 and Fn. 5/26/03, in the 
MS 
Division
 Office Instructor -to-Student Pick
-Up Box under 'JAVAN ' 
8155 
21












REQUIRED MEETING. There will be a 
mandatory meeting on
 Tans
 , June 
6, 2000 from 9,30-11 
30am in MS 33 Please bring your documents to 
he 
meeting
























 courses  for each certificate must 
be
 met prior to enrolling in 
HTECH
 054A or HTECH




Chair  in MS
 at 
741-2498  to verily that prerequisites 
have 
been  met and to 
obtain
 
an add slip to register in HTECH 
054A or HTECH 054B 
Practical  
experience,  under 
supervision, in a hospital, clinic 
or
 physician's office,  with 











CLASS BEGINS 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07/05/00 
REQUIRED
 MEETING There  will be a mandatory
 meeting on Tues.. June 
6.2060 from 9 30 11 
30am in AAS 33 Please bring your docemenls to 
the reeling
 Documents to include
 the Request -for -Internship
 paperwork 
which can be 
picked up between Mon..
 5/15/130, and 
Fri..  5/26/00, in the 
MS Division
 Otfice Instructor -to Student Pick
-Up two under 'JAVAN.' 







CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
REQUIRED MEETING. There will be a mandatory meeting on Toes June 






-for -Internship paperwork 







 in the 
AAS Division Rice Instructor
-to -Student Pick -Up
 Box under "JAVAN  
111111 
IWITIII  
H ED 008 CONTEMPORARY HEALTH ISSUES 
Knowledge, attitudes & behavior 
patterns  for understanding
















CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 









 viewing in thc West Valley 
College  
Library or are available
 for rent This 
course is also broadcast
 over most 
cable TV systems Required 
orientation  
meeting on Monday.
 June 19, 
2000. 6 30-9 30 
PM in room 
P62
 
H ED 010 HEALTH AND 
HUMAN  SEXUALITY 
Biological. 
psychological  & 
sociological
 aspects of 







 MTWTh 7 
45-10.10am
 BORDI S 
PE 4 30 
CLASS 
BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 





social  & cultural development
 from 
pre
-colonial  period Mei 
Reconstruction Credit/No
 Credit Option 















 meets online 
and 
requires  a computer,
 interne 
acress and email 
This 
CLASS 
BEGINS on the 
ttebsite  on 6/6/00 
Before 
you enroll, and











 send your email 
address
 
to the instructor by 
6/6 or you may 
be dropped 
8152
 MTWTh 10 30-12




ENDS  07/27/03 
N 8347 MTWTh 
600- 9 15pm 
BARNIKEL F 
SSW 3 0 
CLASS 
BEGINS
 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07/05/00 
HIST 017B 
UNITED
 STATES HISTORY 
Survey of political, 
economic,  social & 
cultural
 
development  01 the
 US from
 1877 
to the present HIST 017A IS NOT A PREO 
TO 0178  Credit/No Credit Option
 
8153 MTWThF 1030- 1 00pm WHITMER J 
SS53 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/06/06  CLASS ENDS 07A35/00 
N 8348 MTTh 6 30- 









KSKL__   
NOTE: The 
Interior  Dos* Department 
will MIS Frio Information 
sessions  for new and Interested
 students on: 
Saturday May 13th, 
10:115AM
 Noon, AAS 8 
Saturday
 August 12, 111:811A81  Noon, AAS S. 
ID OM 
INTRODUCTION TO MTERIOR DESIGN 
Rec prep Math 902 
Introduces the 














 W/21/00 CLASS 
ENDS 
07/26/00 


















 Credit Option 




OFFICE 3 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 










Italian 58A is designed to 
give  students
 the opportunity 
lobe




or a three day period ol time Prior to the Immersion











learning materials will be provided This 
















annual  Italian 
Immersion
 weekend will be 
held at 
Presentation Center, Los Gatos July 7 9 2000 









 and tuition. 
there 
will be a lee 
of
 $180 
WW1  includes  6 meals 



















 information,  please




OPEN  ENROLLMENT  UNTIL FULL 
'RUBE   
JPIM 0611A BASIC JAPANESE 
CONVERSATION  AND CULTURE 
Basic,  
practical
 conversational approach to 







N 8349  
A4T-Th  630 9 30pm 
DOSS T LA25 30 
& MITh 6 30- 9 30pm GOTOH S 
LA25 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
JPNS OM JAPANESE IMMERSION 
This class prepares students for a Japanese 















T OFFCMP  30 






20, 2000, 1 00-300 




 at Presentation Center, June 23-25 In addition to 
regular 
college  tuition endless, there 
is
 
a tee 016185 00 to 
cover  
lodging.  
meals and activities An
 
685 06 deposit  is 
duets the instructor by May 8. 
2000 The balance is due 
May 20, 2000 For further information,
 call 741-




LATIN 050A LAT1N-GRAMMAR, 
STRUCTURE  AND ROMAN CULTURE 
This
 course is 
designed 
lor students
 who wish to 




 and the literature of ancient writers 
Classroom  activ-
ities consist of learning grammar,
 
vocabulary and




 in Latin classical  
literature  This course may be 
repeated
 once Credit/No 
Credit
 Option 
8163 MTWTh 8 00-10 
50am MAY G 
LA2213  30 
CLASS  BEGINS 06/06/00 
CLASS
 ENDS 07/05/00 
lEADERSII?
 
LEAD  0211A INTRO TO DEVELOP 
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
WILDNERNESS 
FIELD  COURSE 
This 
innovative  course




program  intended to 
provide students with the opportunity to develop
 leadership
 skills first by 
learning  
more about themselves and
 secondly working within a 
small team In this course, 
the student will be challenged emotionally,
 intellectually and 
physically  
in a 
wilderness environment The student
 will discover the need lor a strong self and 
learn
 the 






 by art AUFHAUSER K 
AAS37  20 
CLASS BEGINS 08/05/00 CLASS ENDS 08/12/00 
The 
above  section 
runs











organizational meeting on 6/1/00 from 6-10pm 
and a pre -departure meeting 
on 8/4/00 
From 4 306 
30pm, both ol which will be 
held in AAS 
37
 Students 





 must provide their
 own backpacking equipment 
There 
will be special 
fees  for this course 
For more information.  contact Kim 
Aufhauser 
at
 (408)741-2403. This course




Learning"  Ion 







 USING THE INTERNET FOR RESEARCH 
Rec prep CA 020 or CA 070. Learn to identify when it is appropriate to use
 the 
Internet for 
research  and practice using 
various tools to find 







Wkly  his by
 
am r 
PROUDFOOT B ONLINE 
1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 06/30/130 
NOTE Section 8165 meets only 
ONLINE using
 the World Wide Web 









MATH 000D TRIGONOMETRY 
Nal Math 106 
or 10611  or 1 yr HS Algebra II and Math 
104  or 1 yr HS Geometry 
Trigonometric
 functions 
including  applications to right triangles, circular functions 
& 
radian  measure  
8195 






N 8351 MWTh 630
 9 40pm STAFF 
SM 9 30 





MATHEMATICS  FOR 
THE
 LIBERAL ARTS 
STUDENT 
Preq Math 106 or 10611
 or 107 
or















1030- 1 05pm VANHOOK C SM10 4 0 
CLASS 
BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/14/00  
MATH 001 PRE -CALCULUS 
ALGEBRA  
Preq Math 106 or 106R 
or 1 YR IIS Algebra II 
Prepares
 students tor Calculus 
sequence 
NOTE ALL MATH 001 sections REQUIRE a graphing 
calculator The 
recommended
 one is Texas
 Instrument's T183 welch costs approximately 
$9000
 Individual instructors may limit calculator use. see instructor tor 
details 
8197 MTWTh 145-10 15am PHAM K SM 
7 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
8198 MTWTh 10 30- 1 00pm PHAM K AAS11 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00 
N 8352 MWTh 630
 9 40pm STAFF 
SM 6 30 
CLASS BEGINS
 
06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
MATH 003A ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS 
Preq Math 1 7. Math D. or Math 2 
Functions,  
limits,  continuity, differentiation,
 
maxima and  minima 
and 
beginnings of integration 
8199
 DAILY 730 10 45am 








 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE This class
 REQUIRES a graphing G3lculalor 
The  recommended  one 
is Texas 
Instrument's
 TI 83 which 
costs
 




















 106 or 106R or 1 yr HS Algebra II Linear equations, systems of 
equations
 & 
inequalities,  linear programming, set theory,





NOTE ALL Math 008 sections REQUIRE a graphing calculator The 
recomrrended one is Tenn Instrument's
 




 instructors may limit 
calculator







 74510 15am SADEGHI B SM 9 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 07/13/00 
8201 
MTWTh 
1030. 1 00pm MIHNEA T 
SM 9 
3 0 




6 30- 9 40pm MIHNEA
 T 
SM 7 30 
CLASS 
BEGINS 06/19/03 CLASS 
ENDS  07/27/00 
MATH 010 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS 
Ng
 Math 106 or 106f1 or 1 yr HS Algebra II Descrtplive and inferential
 statistics 
NOTE ALL Math 10 sections REQUIRE 
a graphing calculator The 
recommended one
 is 





Individual  instructors 
may













 10.30- 1.00pm 
KENSTOWICZ J AAS18 30 





 145-10 15am ALLEN G SM 8 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
8205
 MTWTh 10 30, 1 00pm ALLEN
 G 
SM
 6 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 8354 NOW 630- 9 55pm BURZYNSKI D SM 2 
30
 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 07/12/00 
N 8355 MWTh 630 9 40pm 
NGUYEN  N 
SM 8 
3 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
MATH 012 CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS MAJORS 
Preq 
Math 106 or 106R or 1 year HS Algebra II 
Simple
 techniques of differential 
& integral calculus & their most common applications 
8206 DAILY 





 CLASS ENDS 
07/14/00  
NOTE 
This class REQUIRES a 




Instruments  TI -83 which costs approximately $0600 
Individual 
instructors  may limit 
calculator  use, see 
instructor for details 
MATH  103R ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA 
Basic 
operations of real numbers Content identical to Math 





the student who is 
reviewing the material or has strong math skills 




CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
8208 MTWTh 
1100-
 1 30pm CHIN
 B AAS16
 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 















1 yr HS 
algebra Basic concepts ot plane geometry 
8299 DAILY 7 40-10 15am HIRAKAWA M AAS12 40 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
8210 DAILY 1030 1 05pm HIRAKAWA M AA512  4 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS
 ENDS 
07/2803 
MATH 10BR INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 
Preg 
Math 103 or 10313 or I yr HS algebra  A 4 -unit  course, designed
 for the student 
who is reviewing the material 
or















NOTE The above section 18211 taught by J Kenstowicz will have the final 
exam
 




 10 15am WILLIAMS W AAS18 40
 
CLASS BEGINS
 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
8213
 DAILY 10 30 1 05pm WILLIAMS W SM 7 4 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS 
ENDS 07/28/00 
N 8357 MTWTh 630 9 
55pm
 Ph/AM K 
AAS11 
40 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00  











but who need 
to develop  
further 
















AU approved Parslopl Deparlment will hold 
Fm.
 Informa-
tion sessions for new an 
'Monts
 
!Morseled 'onts on: 
Monday May 15th. 
5:00PM
 - I:00PM, AAS 13 
Wednesday Sept. Ilth, 0:00PM - 11009M, AM 34. 






 lor paralegals emphasizing the 
profession,  nature and 
regulation, roles
 of paralegals










 Credit/No Credit Option 



















PARA  022 and 023
 
Practical







 or law 
office  Credit/No Credit 
Only  
N 8359 W 600
 9 00pm GRILL! J AAS42  30 
.180 Wkly 
his by arr 
CLASS
 BEGINS 






















This course combines a field trip tour 
of Washington 
DC
 or London. England 
with
 
study of the 











 06/01/00 CLASS 
ENDS
 06/08/06 





 London, England Travel 
dales June 1st June 81h. 2000 
Approx










or via e mail al 
yvonne
 ekern49awmccel cc ca us Add slip
 required 
PAM  NU MICROSOFT 
WORD FOR THE LAW 
OFFICE 
CA 0328  Students Imam to 
utilize
 Microsoft 
Word  features that apply to the law 
office Credit/No 
Credit  Only 
N 
8360
 Sat 906-12 00pm GRILLI J 
CR 
4 30 
& Sat 1 
00- 4 00pm 
CR 4 








ASS ENDS 07/29/00 
PARA  100N LEGAL RESEARCH 




an introduction to legal
 research 










 for level documents, searching lor content, how to 
find
 and use 
reliable legal
 research sites, and 
elective  search 
methods used 
in 
legal research on  
the Internet 
Credit/No




 900-12 45pm 
[KERN V IC A 
30 
CI ASS 
BEGINS  06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/13/00 
?MINIM 
PHIL 001 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
 
Selected systems of 
Western




ol contemporary existence Credit/No Credit Option
 
8260 MTWThE 10.30- 1 30pm CIRAULO D 
MU24
 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/14/00 
PHIL 003 INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEMS IN ETHICS 
Preq Engl 1A Nature of ethical decision,
 problems ol ethics & solutions to these 
problems offered by various 
philosophers  This course satisfies the 3 -unit Critical 
Thinking requirement








8261 MTWTh 7.48-10.15am UPTON B MU24 30 
CLASS 
BEGINS
 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00  
PHIL 021 WORLD PHILOSOPHERS




 questions about death and
 the 




 This  course satisfies




 an Associate 
Degree Credit/No
 Credit Option 
M 8382 MTTh  





 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
PIIIIGIIPIT 
PHOTO 001 
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY (LECTURE) 
Coreq Photo 001L lab and Photo 49A Basic theory of photography Students 
enrolling  Ina
 Photo 001 day lecture seclion must also
 enroll in one
 ol  the Photo COIL 
day lab sections Students enrolling in a Photo 001 night lecture section must also 
enroll
 in one of the Photo 001L night lab sections 
8262 
NOW
 12 00- 2 00pm
 
GIBSON  T 
LA43 
3 0 
.4 5 Wldy Ms by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
PHOTO 
001L BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY (LABORATORY) 
Coreq
 PHOTO 001 Basic Photography (Lecture) & PHOTO 
049A
 Application of 
the  




 must supply adjustable (F-stop and 
shutter
 
speed) camera. Students 
enrolling  in a PHOTO 001 Day Lecture must also 
enroll in 
one 
of the following 001L day sections 
8263 NOW 9 00-12.00pm 
GIBSON  T 
LA43 00 
44 5 Wkly
 tars by air 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/26/00 
8264 MTW 2 00- 5 00pm 
GIBSON T LM3 00 
.4 5 Wkly hrs by 
arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/26/00 
















 LM3 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
PHOTO 072 ENVIRONMENTAL PORTRAITS 
Preq Photo 001 and Photo 
0011
 Use of 
natural  light in 
producing
 







 Th 606- 9 00pm CRUMLEY M LA43




 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00 
PITSIUt
 EDWIN -   
P81.13
 ADAPTED PHYSICAL ED -RHYTHMIC AEROBICS 
Exercises to develop the 
cardiovascular  
and muscular systems 
Emphasis
 is tom 







PE12  0 5 
CLASS BEGINS 06/95/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
8224 MTTh 9 45-11 00am CLAIR P0 t2 05 
CLASS 
BEGINS




 11 00-12 15pm CLAIR 
PE12
 05 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
PE 1.25 ADAPTED PE -WATER EXERCISES & SWIM 
Exercises perlormed
 in water to 





 Emphasis is for those with a temporary 
or
 permanent disability 
8226 MTTh 8 30- 9 45am LIGOCK1C POOL 05 
CLASS BEGINS 06/95/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 










 - WHIG 
P82.01
 
WATER  POLO 
Rec prep PE 2 
05
 Competitive type 
of water game 
M 
8361
 MTWTh  130-10 00pm
 WATSON
 B 
POOL 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/19/00






 swimming skills 
8229 MTWTh 




CLASS BEGINS 06/19/DO CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
PE 2.05  SWIMMING -INTERMEDIATE 
NOTE For the 
health and safety of the student this course  may 
include a 
health survey and/or a 






















health  and safety of 
the
 student,




swim test Workout  
structure














































 basic ballet technique
 
8232 
MIThE 10 30- 1 
00pm




 BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS
 ENDS 07/28/00 
P13.04 BALLET
-INTERMEDIATE  

















DANCE  WORKSHOP 
Recprep. PE 3 06or 3 08or
 3.09or 3.12 or 3 15 or 320 or 
3.23.  Provide 
opportunity
 
to work intensively on technique 8 
performance





35pm FRANKEL, D 
OFFCMP 10 




ENDS  08/02/00 
NOTE. 





at Congregation Beth 
David  19700 Prospect Road, Saratoga 
8235 MTThE 1030- 1 03pm HENSLER L 
PE 7 10 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE. Section /8235 Emphasis Ballet Dance 
8236 T 
1.00- 6:30pm








CLASS BEGINS  
1I6/20/00
 CLASS
 ENDS 07/26/00 
NOTE
 Section /8236 Emphasis
 Tap Dancing 
PE 3.20 SOCIAL OANCE-BEGINNING 1 
Basic forms of social dance
 and social dance practice 
N 8363 MW 6.00- 9 35pm SEGAL J PE 7 to
 
.11 Wkly hrs by air 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/12/00  CLASS ENDS 
08/02/00  
PE 3.30 DANCE: BEGINNING HIP HOP 
This course will 
introduce  the students to the fundamentals of hip 
hop/
 street funk 
M 8364 TTh 7 30-10 00pm SANTOS. C PE 8 10
 
F 
12 00- 2.00pm PE 8 
CLASS BEGINS 0606/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 





 the students 
to the intermediate styles and choreography 
Of
 hip hop/street 
funk 
M 8365 TTh 7 30-10 COpm SANTOS, C PE 8 1 0 
F 12 00- 2 00pm PE 8 




















06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00  
PE 4.00 DEEP WATER JOGGING 
NOTE For the health and safely 
of the student,
 this course may 
include  a 
health  survey and/or  a swim test. This
 course 
will give students
 who enjoy 









 means of rehabilitation after 
iroury 
8238 MTWTh 1 15- 3 45pm JANES. H POOL 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
PE 4.07 FITNESS. COMPETITIVE ATHLETE 








 R OFFCMP 1 0 
.1 5 Wkly his by art 






Passing  League First class meeting will 
be 
in the 
gymnasium  of Lynbrook
 
High  School 
8240 
MTV/ThE 8-00- 9 55am SHANAHAN, 
M 




CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE Section 18240 Emphasis Passing League First class meeting will 
be in the gymnasium of Cupertino 
High School 
8241 PATIVThE 8.00- 9.55am VOLTA, L OFFCMP 10 
.15 Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/19/00  CLASS ENDS 07/2806 
NOTE Section f8241 Emphasis 
Passing League Nst 
class
 meeting will 
be in the gymnasium of Santa Clara High School 
82421 1 
00-  6 30pm LOWRY 
J PE 7 10
 
&W 10 30- 3 00pm 
PE 7 
+15 Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS
 06/20/00 CLASS ENDS
 07/26/00 






7 30pm BLASCHKE, R 
OFFCMP 1 0 
















gymnasium  of Lynbrook High School 
M 8367
 






06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
NOTE Section #8367
 Emphasis Passing League First 
class  treeing will 
be in the 
gymnasium
 of Cupertino High School
 
N 8368 MTWTh 500- 7 30pm 
VOLTA, L 
OFFCMP  10 
.15 
Wkly hrs by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/26/00 
NOTE
 Section /6368
 Emphasis Passing League






 gymnasium of Santa Clara High
 School
 
M 8369 MTWTh 400- 7 
20pm
 
6ER1VIN,  J 
SOCCER 10 
& MPWThe 00- 7 20pm 
HOCKEY
 
.22 Wkly Ms by arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS  07/17/00
 CLASS ENDS 
08/10/00  
NOTE Section 
18369  Emphasis 
women's 
soccer  













































.2 2 Wkly 
hrs  by arr 
CLASS
 BEGINS 07/17/00 CLASS ENDS 
08/10/00  
NOTE Sec /8371 Emphasis
 Football 
P14.12 FITNESS

















BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/2800 
NOTE Section 
#8243's a full college 
credit transferrable
 course 
offered  by 
television 












 TV systems Required orientation meeting on 
Monday 
June  19, 200), 7 30-9 00 AM or 5.30-7 
00 PM in room PE It 
MANDATORY 
final meeting on 
Thursday.  July 27. 2000 7 30-9 00 AM or 
5 30-7 00 
PM in 
room PE 11 Dress 





If unable to attend the 
required
 meetings
 or for 
additional
 














MTWTh 1 15- 3 45pm 
JANES,  H 











of men 8 women through 





10 30- 1 00pm 














thru use of Step Fitness method 
8 
equipment 
8246 MTWTh 10 
30-  1 00pm 










Cardiovascular  condition. muscular strength




 10 15am KERWIN,
 J PE 8 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 8372 MTWTh 6 30- 
9 00pm PEREZ M BSBELD ill
 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
NOTE Section
 /8372






Cardiovascular conditioning, muscular 
strength  and endurance, and body flexibil 
Ify 
8248 MTWTh 7 
45-10 15am KERWIN.




06/19/00  CLASS ENDS 
07(27/03  
P14.27 YOGA
 FOR HEALTII 
This
 course emphasizes  the physical practice of exercises *filch provide 
a gentle 
muscle stretching and range
 of motion around the Joints along with breathing and 
relaxation 
techniques
 leading to 
total  relaxation
 and
 the harmony of mind 
and body 
N  8373












 YOU CAN 
TAKE  CLASSES 
AT WEST VALLEY COLLEGE FOR 
FREE 
Ca JUST 
FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE STEPS '2E2 
1 Complete the 
concurrent  enrollment
 form available 
from 






 appliccrtion, also available from 
West Valley College
 or your career center (high
 
school 
students must do this 
each
 semester they 
enroll).
 
3. Submit application and conc.,rent enrollment form 
to the 
Admissions Office at West 
Valley
 College. 
4 Register  for classes. Some classes may require 
prerequisites  or corequisites. 
Questions?
 Call (408) 741-2001. 
Registration begins 
April 24. 
5 Purchase parking permit (if necessary)
 for 
session ($18), and visit the 
West  Valley College 
Bookstore to purchase



















Basic skills of karate including forms (Kata), sparring, and throwing and lo$nt 
locking techniques Belt 
rank  promotions available 
8249 
MTWTh  745 10 




hrs  by arr 
CLASS 
BEGINS  06/19/00 CI ASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 8374 TTh 600-11
 00pm MCCANN S 
PE11 10
 
.1 5 Wkly hrs by an 
CLASS BEGINS 06/20/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 









15am KUHN B 
PE11 10 
.1 5 
Wkly  hrs 
by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 07/27/00 






.1.5 Wkly hrs by art 
CLASS BEGINS 06/20/00  CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
PE 5.07 KICKBOXING: COED 
This
 course 









 10 30- 1 
00pm  KUHN B PE11 10 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 
8376  MWF 600- 9 10pm KUHN B PE 8 
to
 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION  - 
IIEETIME  
SPORTS 












CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
8253 MTWTh 
1030- 1 00pm FRANDSEN. D GOLF 1 0 




 PE 7.10. A sequence course
 
to develop





 7 45-10 15am FRANDSEN. D 
GOLF
 10 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS
 07/27/00 
8255 MTWTh 
10.30-  1,00pm FRANDSEN, D GOLF 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 







MTWTh 745-10 15am SEGAL
 J 
CRT E 10 
CLASS BEGINS
 06/19/00 CLASS 
ENDS  
07/27/00 
PE 7.19 ADVANCED 
BEGINNER TENNIS 
Rec prep PE 7.18. Enhance proficiency and confidence  through adv beg learning 
experiences 
8257 
MTWTh 745-10 15am SEGAL J 
CRT E 
10 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS  ENDS 
07/27/00
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P87.21 INTERMEDIATE TENNIS 
Rec prep 
PE






7 45 10 
15am  SEGAL J CRT E 
1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/10)  
P87.23
 SCUBA DIVING 
NOTE







may include a 
health 
survey  and/or a swim lest 









completing  held trip






00-  4 1 Opm MCCANN




 4 lOpm POOL 
.30 
Wkly  hrs by
 
air 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 0727/00 
N 8377 M 600 11 COpm 
MCCANN S 




















 in interscholastic 
competition  or club 
baseball
 
program Develop adv 
baseball  
skills  & techniques 
N 
8378
 MTWTh 4 00 6 30pm 
PEREZ M 
BSBFLD
 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 
CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
P81.84
 
BASKETBALL,  MEN 
Basic
 
















P88.14 TRACK AND FIELD FUNDAMENTALS
-ADVANCED 
Individual skills in track and held. 
N 8380 1111 










Rec prep PE 8.16 or PE 
817 This course offers
 the intermediate
 and advanced 













PlYSI(Al EDKATION INTRAAIURAIS 
I 0 
CLASS BEGINS ub/19/00 ;LASS ENDS 01/27/00 
MKS 
PlffS 001 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICS PROILEM SOLVING 
Preq Math D or 
HS
 trig or conc 
Prepare
 students for Physics 2A 828 or Physics 
4A, 4B 
& 4C 
8266 MTWTh 10 30 1 00pm PENLEY J 
SM44  30 
CLASS




004A  ENGINEERING 
PHYSICSMECHANICS  
Prep Math 
3A & Math 38 
concurrently
 Rec prep Physics 1 or HS Physics 
First
 
of the series of 
engineering  physics 
8267 
kePNTh 7 30-10 30am
 LIN 



















 of the 
American
 national
























CLASS  BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 8384 MWTh 6 30- 9 










PSYCH XI GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Introduction
 to scientilic study of behavior and mental activity 
8271 PAPNThE 1030- 1 COpm 






CLASS ENDS 07/05/03 
8272 MTWTh 1030-12 45pm
 SWENSON L SS57 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
N 
8385 kITTh 6 30- 9 30pm SWENSON 








 APTITUDE TEST (SAT) 
PREPARATION  





who  are preparing
 to 
take  the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) Preparation 
in test -taking strategies
 and 








Credit  DOES NOT APPLY 
to the 
associate degree 
N 8350 Sat 8 00- 5 00pm RICHTER 
SM35 1 0 
CLASS
 BEGINS 06/17/00 CLASS  
ENDS
 06/24/00 










741 2501 for more inlormation and 
regiskation/
 text order packet  
SKILLS (INTER   




 and group instruction to enhance academic and 
career
 skills through promotion ol basic  skills 
competency  






 of a program
 for remediation
 of 






















CLASS BEGINS 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07/14/00 
APPLICATION  FOR ADMISSION side 1 
-.ZSDKELEENUELWid 
 
MAKE DARK MAKS 




0 Ore waft. 




























500  ft 
0 17.501oilsCCO 
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0 Sands ift 
0 UnRd 
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0 Laden 1.0410001 Mod 
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SOC 001 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 





8273 IfTWThE 7 30-10 00am MURPHY
 D B SS56 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07)05./00 
8274 MTVataF 10.30-
 1 00pm MURPHY D B 
SS56
 30 




 Wkly hrs by air 
MURPHY
 D B SS56
 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00
 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
NOTE Section
 8275 is a college by Television course. The REQUIRED 
INFORMATION SESSION vn II be 
held
 on Thursday, June 22nd in SS56, 
710 pm. 
You  must attend
 this 
information  




N 8386 MTW 6:30- 9:45pm SNYDER K 
SS56 30 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 0726100 
SWIM 
SPAN 001A BEGINNING 
SPANISH 
COreq 












 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
SPAN 0011 BEGINNING SPANISH 
Freq. SPAN 001A or 2 yrs 
H.S.
 Spanish Coreq. SPAN 011B concurrently. 
Continuation of SPAN 001A
 
Credit/No Credit  
Option  
8277
 13 5 Wkly hrs 
by
 arr 
DE BARLING A 
DHR 50 
CLASS BEGINS 06/01/00 CLASS ENDS 06/30/00 
NOTE Section 18277 is Mexico Sumrner Invnersion Spanish For further 
inforrnation,
















06/19/00  CLASS 
ENDS 
07/28/00  
SPAN 011A SPANISH LAMORATORY 
Rec 
prep
 SPAN 001A 









Wkly  hrs by
 
am r 
CHAVEZ  R LA27 05 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00





Rec prep SPAN 00113 (concurrently). Credit/No
 
Credit  Option. 






BEGINS 06/19/00 CL ASS ENDS 07f28/00 
SPAN 0501 BASIC SPANISH CONVERSATION 











6 35-10 00pm UPSON I 
LA28 30
 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 






 with instructor  
Investigations
 tf special interest related to. but not 
included
 in 
regular  Spanish 






 by arr 
CHAVEZ  R LA25 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/27/00  
 
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 in or log on cks1ng
 any subsequent male-up
 or open 
registration  time.) 
Fill out all 
spaces  below 
before calling
 or logging 
on to the 
system.  
Enter your
 9 -DIGIT SOCIAL
 SECURITY 
NUMBER  or ID 
number.  





STEP 6 * 










DAY YEAR  
1 
At this
 stage, you will be 
asked,  for security 
purposes,  to enter your
 four -digit Personal 
Identification
 Number (PIN). 
If
 you have used the 
phone or web 
before,
 enter you 
PIN.If this 
is
 your first time 
interacting  with the 
Telephone  or Web regist
 system, 
you will be given
 the opportunity 
to choose one. Use
 a number 




Enter your STUDENT 
EDU   NAL 
GOAL.  (Steps 6, 7, and
 8 refer to 
CONTINUING  and FORMER 
students only.) 
Enter the TIME 
REQUIRED  TO COMPLETE G 
[  
Enter your MAJOR CODE (Continuing and Former students only). 















3 7 MINF 8:30 - 
9:30 
0 
3 6 MWF 
8:30











STEP  10 
1  I _ 
1_1_1 
__I 
_   




COMPLETE FEE WORKSHEET (page 











TEL  REG PROMPTS. DO 
NOT  HANG UP until TEL 
REG
 says 
"Goodbye" or log 
off  until you have 
confirmed
 the classes in which 








NOT  hang up 











Sesic  Fees 
2. 
Enrollment Fee 
$11 00 per unit 
units











unit units x 
$130 00 
Students 









per  unit 












NOTE Fees shown 
are those in 
effect at the 






















$11 00 per unit community college enrollment fees. IhtgAirtnikli 
pap is on soaneli 




complete  this 
FORM  and the Fee Worksheet on 
the following page before attempting to TEL Reg.) 
STUDENT EDUCATIONAL
 GOAL 
Select ONE and enter code (STEP 6) 
TEL/WEB Reg. Form 
10 Obtain








12 Obtain a two year AA degree
 without transfer 
13 Obtain a two year AS degree without transfer 
14 Earn a vocational certificate without transfer 
15 Discover/formulate
 career interests, plans, goals 
16 Prepare for 
a new career (acquire job skills) 
17 Progress 
further  in current job/career; obtain a 
promotion
 




19 Improve basic skills in English, 
reading,  or math 
20 Complete
 credits for high school diploma or GED 
21 Personal interest (not for employment) 
22 Undecided on goal 
TIME REQUIRED TO COMPLETE GOAL 
Select ONE arid enter 
code (STEP 7) TEL/WEB Reg. Form 
1 One semester 
2 One year (Two semesters) 
3 Three semesters 
4 Two years (Four semesters) 
5 Three years 
6 
More than three years 
7 Don't know 
MAJOR CODES 














020100 Architecture  
120370 Medical  
Assisting
 
100200  Art 
100400  Music  

















 Photography  














079900 Computer Science 








120102  Pre -Dental 






Technology  140100 
Pre
-taw 































































 Internet Services 




































Fees may be charged to your credit 
card
 during the Tel Reg process or are 
due upon completion of 




order, cashier's check, VISA, or 
MasterCard  DO NOT MAIL 
CASH. It payment 
Is made by check, money 
order,
 or cashier's 
check, please write the student's 
social security number on the 
front side. Send one check per student 
Do not pay for more than one 






 stub with 
payment. All other students need
 only 
submit payment. Send all 
payments  to. 






Payment must be postmarked no later than five business
 days after you 
register. Do not wait to be billed for registration. 
Unless  you charge your 
fees to your credit card during the 
Tel  Reg process, pay, by mail, within live 
business
 days. 
If payment is not received, your registration may be 
canceled 
If your payment is received





 your class schedule
 in the mail, no later than 15 
days 
after
 payment. If you do not receive your written confirmation 
by that 
date,
 you may call
 (408) 741-2162
 
To add or drop a class after
 you have registered, call hack 
or log 
on and 
follow the TEL Reg prompts. 
If you enter a wrong section 
number on the phone 






 To drop a 








 that you are already
 enrolled 
 To drop
 PRESS 1 
 
To
 remain in the class, PRESS 9 
TIPS FOR TEL REG SUCCESS 
Please complete the 




Ills your responsibility 
to reconnect to TEL Reg and con-
firm your registration. 
Please 
include your payment stub
 with your check, money 
order, or cashier's check




If you have 
questions  about the monies you 
owe, you must 




Do not send notes to 




A Personal identification 
Number (PIN) will be required.
 
The PIN is 




accesses  the telephone or 
Web.  Thls same PIN will 
be 
used throughout
 the student's MC career. 
lithe PIN needs 
to be reset
 for any reason, please 
















(1111111111UTIO11 STIIIH)  
SUPPORTED





 051a8Iml UMW Pilgrim sad Swims 
S.E.P. - ADAPTED 
COMPUTER  COURSES 
5.1.P. - LEARNING EFFICIENCY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (LEAP) COURSE 
5.E P. - SPEECH DEVELOPMENT
 COURSES 
$.E.P.  - PHYSICAL EDUCATION ADAPTED (See
 Physics! Erluesden) 
- 
OPTED  (WITH MISES 




 basic academic 
skills 





 Especially recommended for 
those  




a modified pace or 
teaching  method
 




apply  to the
 associate 
degree 
8168 MTVITh 10 30-12
 45pm GIBSON L LS 
10
 
CLASS BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
S.E.P. - LEARNING ElE1(11110' ASSISTAN(F 
PROGRAilfEEAP)  ((HIRSH 
IS 1130A ASSESSMENT 
FOR  LEARNING DISABILITIES 
Evaluation
 by a 








 Credit Only Credit does 
not apply to the associate degree 
8179 
Wkly hrs by arr 
PECK
 R 
LS 0 5 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 07/28/00 
Students enrolled in 
LS930A  must attend
 a first class






5 3 pm or 
Tues, June 





LS NU ASSESSMENT  OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
Assessment
 ol the level of communication ability
 and 
identification  of 
specific  areas 
requ 
I ng 
specie  lized instruction or 
supped  speech and voice production, language 
comprehensi on 




 associate degree 
8193 Wkly tus
 by arr 









 Students enrolled in LS 060A must attend a mandatory class
 
meeting 
on Tuesday. June 6 from 3 00pm to 5 00pm The meeting will be 
in the
 Learning 




THEAR  014A SURVEY OF FILM 
(;.ii,nai 
analysis
 of horror 





8282 MTWThE 1030- 1 15pm 
SENTENEYJ







THEAR 115 INTRODUCTION TO FILM 
Evalualtion
 8 











 his by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 06/06/00 CLASS ENDS 
07/05/00  
TV 4388 MW 7 00-10




& MW 7 00 
10 00pm DRAKE V 
LAIO 
0 Wkly hrs
 by arr 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/19/00  CLASS ENDS 
07/12/00  
NOTE Section 08388 is a College
 by Television 
course available
 in the  co 
liege library 
These videos are available to 
rent 
from the library or are 
available for 




 is Wedne 
sday, June 7,7 00 pm,LA 10 







 will be Monday. June 
26. 7 00 pm There
 will be one 
lecture
 







Wednesday,  J uly 12. 
7 
00
 Pm, LA10 
THEAR  040A BEGINNING ACTING 
Acting
 theory & practice 
Dereinvi-ir 
ol 







30 I 00p. BENGFORD





CLASS  BEGINS 06/19/00 CLASS ENDS 07/27/00 
TIIEAR 
0400 BEGINNING ACTING 
Rec preparation 
THEAR  40A Continued 
training






 30- 1 00pm BENGFORDJ 
TA28 30 
.60 
Wkly hrs by 
arr 
CLASS BEGINS 
06/19/00  CLASS ENDS 07/27/00  
1118111
 SEINES 
LS 110 DIRECTED EXPERIENCE 
IN TUTORING 
Under direction  of 
certificated supervisor,  students
 
will  receive tutorial assistance 
from 
peer
 tutors in areas of 
identified  academic  
need 
8167 5 0 Wkly 
hrs  by arr 
JUE 
M 
TIJ  00 
CLASS BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS 
ENDS 07/28/00 
Will IIPERIENEE 
WRKEX  301  OCCUPATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE 











 of the classroom





10 0 Wkly hrs
 by arr 
LUSTER
 P SARA 1 0 
CLASS BEGINS 06/0HH5/00  CLASS ENDS 
07/28/00 
WRKEX 3010 GENERAL WORK EXPERIENCE 
General Work Experience Education 
involves  the supervised employment of stu-
dents in 





awareness and understanding of 
the 
requirements  or
 successlul employment 
Credit/No Credit Option 
8287 10 0 
Wkly  hrs by art
LUSTER
 P SARA 10  






TAKE  CLASSES 
AT 










Work Experience with: 
 
(nmind lustxe Agencies 




 Battered Women's Shelters 
 other agencies 
Open to all 
interested 
students  
 Repeatable 3X 
for credit 
3 Units Aar
 le for credit 
(.4 State U 
NOTE Enroll
 in Al 037A INTERNSHIP for cork
 experience internship 
credit if you 
are
 
a store detach,. e Industrial










in COSTA RICA 
bissioltancy














!vamp/ them( WS 'Mill 
s' 
(mixt Irs. Irpluse 405 555










































 experiences of 
the  
classroom









































 develop the 























































 which are related
 with 
their selected held 




experiences of the 
classroom
 lathe held Credit/No  Credit 
Option  
8290 
30  0 
Wkly  




















Work  Experience 
Education






dents  in 
positions
 which
 will develop the 
student's  
general















 BEGINS 06/05/00 CLASS 









Work  Experience 
Education
 involves












learning experiences ol the 









 P SARA 4 0  
CLASS




 I: Sw,sion I I 




























































federal prisons & 
county 
jails. 
Institutional  visits subject to 
rescheduling 
or cancellation. 
Must be 18 years 
of age & no 
felony convictions.  
aceepanur
 tor credit CA State
 U. 
CredWNe Credit Optlee 



























 I: June 5-40,3:30-2:M 
 Salm 2: Jane 12-17, 
S:30-2:311  
 Seim 3: Jane 19-24,8:311-2:311 
WEST
 
VALLEY
 
COLLEGE
 
/7-7iat.-11-E
 
West Valley 
College  
14000 Frultrala 
Avenue  
Saratoga, CA 
95070-5898
 
